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Abstract
Fusion of heavy-ions at energies near the Coulomb barrier is studied. The 
coupled channels method is used to investigate the effect of channel couplings on 
fusion observables.
The results of a comprehensive coupled channels analysis of 160  -f 208Pb are 
interpreted in an one-channel model using effective optical potentials. The fusion 
component of the potentials is /-dependent and absorbs flux under the Coulomb 
barrier, indicating that fusion can be initiated by coupling to non-elastic direct 
reaction channels before penetrating the barrier.
Coulomb excitation is an im portant process in heavy-ion reactions. Conven­
tional coupled channels integration methods are inefficient for long-range Coulomb 
coupling. We implement a coupled channels version of the piecewise analytic 
method which can be included in existing coupled channels codes and which con­
siderably shortens the computing time for Coulomb excitation calculations.
The fusion observables are derived for the general density m atrix describing 
scattering of a polarised beam from an aligned target. In the derivation the total 
cross section is evaluated using the generalised optical theorem. In the most general 
case, the fusion cross section is sensitive to off-diagonal elements of the incident 
density matrix.
Fusion of 160  with an aligned 165Ho target is studied. In particular we study 
the effect of alignment on fusion. Coupled channels, semi-classical and eigenchan- 
nels calculations are compared. All three methods give similar unpolarised fusion 
cross sections but the semi-classical method predicts a larger orientation depen­
dence. Ambiguities in the definition of the deformed potentials are discussed. We 
make predictions for the fusion observables in an experiment, and compare our 
predictions with earlier estimates. We predict that aligning the target will change 
an unpolarised cross section of order 10 mb by between 40% and 175%, dependent 
on the choice of alignment axis.
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C hapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Fusion o f heavy-ions at energies near the  
Coulomb barrier
Heavy-ion collisions at energies near the Coulomb barrier show evidence of in­
terplay between different reaction channels. There is sufficient energy th a t the 
nuclear surfaces overlap and the cross sections are very sensitive to surface de­
formations and vibrations, and to nucleon transfers. A theoretical model must 
include coupling caused by these degrees of freedom. At energies far below the 
barrier Coulomb repulsion keeps the nuclei apart and only electromagnetic inter­
actions occur. At energies well above the barrier there is considerable fusion, but 
the cross sections are fairly insensitive to multistep coupling effects and vary slowly 
with energy. In both cases simple first-order calculations (eg. DWBA) are often 
adequate to describe the data. It is from collisions at energies near the Coulomb 
barrier tha t we learn most about direct nuclear reactions, and consequently these 
collisions are the most difficult to model.
Fusion occurs when the projectile and target combine to form a compound sys­
tem. In direct reaction theory we model fusion as absorption of flux from the basis 
of direct reaction channels. Experimental studies of fusion cross sections provided 
the first evidence of the importance of channel coupling effects at energies near the 
Coulomb barrier. Measured cross sections axe far greater than  the predictions of 
the simple barrier penetration model [Vaz 81]. The elastic scattering cross section 
also shows the influence of multistep couplings (the threshold anomaly) [Lil 85]. 
The enhancement of fusion and the threshold anomaly have been the subject of 
considerable experimental and theoretical interest over the last ten years.
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In this thesis we study the effect of channel couplings on fusion. We will study 
two reactions which illustrate general features of heavy-ion fusion. Fusion of 160  
with 208Pb has been frequently studied and we shall consider a one-channel in­
terpretation of the results of comprehensive coupled channels calculations. The 
second reaction studied is fusion of 160  with aligned 165Ho. This reaction is of 
interest because, in addition to the large enhancement of fusion due to deforma­
tion, we expect to see a strong dependence on the orientation of the target. We 
investigate different methods of calculating fusion and make predictions for an 
experiment.
In this chapter we introduce the topic of heavy-ion fusion by presenting rele­
vant examples rather than a comprehensive literature survey. For full details of 
heavy-ion reactions near the Coulomb barrier see Satchler [Sat 91], and for details 
of polarised heavy-ion reactions see Fick et al. [Fic 92]. The coupled channels 
method is discussed in Direct Reaction Theory [Sat 83], and details of the program 
FRESCO are described in [Tho 88].
1.2 Barrier Penetration M odel
The barrier penetration model (BPM) assumes that fusion occurs when the Coulomb 
barrier is penetrated. The Coulomb barrier is the peak formed when the nuclear 
potential and Coulomb potential are added together. The fusion cross section can 
be calculated from the semi-classical transmission probability, or by solving the 
radial Schrodinger equation with a short range imaginary potential included to 
absorb flux inside the Coulomb barrier. The method is successful at energies high 
above the Coulomb barrier but near the barrier the BPM underpredicts the fusion 
cross section [Vaz 81].
To illustrate the failure of the BPM we consider fusion of 16O-f-208Pb. Figure
1.2.1 shows the L  =  0 Coulomb barrier and the fusion cross section calculated us­
ing the BPM. The nuclear potential (a Woods-Saxon form factor of depth V = -50 
MeV, radius r 0=  1.208 fm, diffuseness a =  0.643 fm) has been chosen to reproduce 
the fusion cross section at high energies [Vid 77]. The BPM fusion cross section 
(calculated using the Wong formula [Won 73]) underpredicts the experimental fu­
sion cross sections [Vid 77,Vul 86] by more than an order of magnitude at energies 
near the Coulomb barrier. We will return to this example in chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2.1 L = 0 Coulomb barrier and fusion cross sections for 160+ 208Pb. 
The BPM calculation uses potential parameters taken from [Vid 77] and the ex­
perimental data is from [Vid 77}Vul 86].
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This enhancement of fusion over the BPM prediction has been observed in a 
wide range of systems [Vaz 81]. Similarly the potential required to  fit elastic scat­
tering shows a marked energy dependence (the threshold anomaly) at energies near 
the Coulomb barrier [Lil 85,Sat 87]. The renormalisation of the potential required 
to reproduce the elastic cross section is sufficient to account for the enhancement 
of fusion [Nag 86]. Mahaux and Nagarajan [Mah 86,Nag 85] have shown tha t the 
real and imaginary parts of the one channel potential obey a dispersion relation 
which can be interpreted as due to coupling to intrinsic degrees of freedom.
1.3 The influence of intrinsic degrees o f freedom
The failure of BPM has caused considerable interest in studying the effects of 
intrinsic degrees of freedom on elastic scattering and fusion.
The effect of deformation was demonstrated in the study of near-barrier fusion 
of 160  with isotopes of samarium by Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81]. The experimental 
fusion cross section for the prolate deformed isotope 154Sm is considerably larger 
than for the nearly spherical isotope 148Sm at energies near the Coulomb barrier. 
Stokstad and Gross used a simple semi-classical model to show how the deformation 
enhances fusion.
Stokstad and Gross assumed the orientation of the deformed 154Sm target re­
mains fixed during the reaction, and that the cross section can be calculated by 
integrating the cross section for a fixed orientation <Tp(0 ) over all available angles. 
In figure 1.3.1 we show the Coulomb barriers calculated when the deformation 
axis makes an angle 9 =  0°, 30°, 60° to the incident beam direction. The figure also 
shows (Tp(0) at E lab  =  60 MeV. The fusion cross section is very strongly orien­
tation dependence with more than three orders of magnitude difference between 
cff{9) for 9 = 0° and 9 =  90°. After integrating over all angles, the fusion cross 
section for a deformed nucleus is significantly greater than for a spherical isotope. 
The method and results are described in more detail in chapter 5.
Other intrinsic degrees of freedom have been shown to have a strong influence 
on fusion. Esbensen et al. [Esb 83] showed how collective vibrations enhance 
fusion, and Broglia et al. [Bro 83a] showed that for fusion of 58Ni on 64Ni it is 
necessary to include coupling to transfer channels to reproduce experimental data.
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There are several methods of including intrinsic degrees of freedom in calcula­
tions of fusion. The tunneling of a particle coupled to  intrinsic degrees of freedom 
has been studied in terms of zero-point motion [Bro 83], WKB [Bri 83a], and path  
integral methods [Jac 83,Bri 85]. In this thesis we will use the coupled channels 
method.
1.4 Coupled channels m ethod for fusion
Coupled channels calculations attem pt to describe all direct reaction processes 
simultaneously in a basis of channels. The channels are defined by the nuclear 
structure of the target and projectile. The effects of coupling to inelastic and 
transfer channels can be included explicitly. A full description of the m ethod can 
be found in [Sat 83]. We will very briefly describe the method when the projectile 
and target have zero spin in the incident channel.
The total wavefunction is expressed in a basis of direct reaction channels (3
^  =  Y  M O  M kfr r ) C1-4-1)
P
where (j>p describes the internal degrees of freedom and -0/3 described the relative 
motion. The summation (3 is formally infinite, but in practice it is truncated to 
include only those direct reaction channels that significantly affect the calculated 
cross sections.
The coupled channels calculation involves solving a set of coupled radial equa­
tions for each parity and total angular momentum J:
where U ^PT(r) is the diagonal "optical potential in channel f3, Up>p(r) is the cou­
pling potential between channels (3' and /3, and kp is the asymptotic wave number. 
(We have assumed the internal wavefunctions <f)p are orthogonal).
The optical potential UppT must include the effect of coupling to states not 
explicitly included in the model. If the model includes all the significant direct re­
action channels, then the optical potential will consist of the real diagonal potential 
Upp and a short-ranged negative imaginary potential Wj. The imaginary potential
M r ) =  Y  UP,p(r )'ll>p'(r ) C1-4*2)
P'*P
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simulates fusion by absorbing all flux penetrating the Coulomb barrier. This is 
equivalent to the barrier penetration model within each channel. An alternative 
method for simulating fusion is to constrain the radial solution to an ingoing wave 
inside the Coulomb barrier [Das 83].
The radial solutions obey the boundary conditions that the solution is regular 
at the origin and asymptotically has the form
™  \  [SofiH Lai k«r, va) -  S ^ H ^ i k p r ,  t^)] (1.4.3)
where H ± are the outgoing and ingoing Coulomb wavefunctions, rj is the Som- 
merfeld parameter and a  is the incident channel. Spa is the S-matrix element for 
channel {3 with incident flux in channel a.
In the coupled channels model, fusion is calculated as flux leaving the basis of 
direct reactions. The fusion cross section is calculated from the unitarity of the 
S-matrices:
^  = S- E ( 2J + 1)(1 -  E  l5fl<»l2) • (1-4-4)
K a  J  0
An equivalent definition of fusion is the difference between the total reaction cross 
section <tt and the sum of the cross sections for the channels explicitly included in 
the model
<rF = (tt ~Y ^(T 0 . (1.4.5)
In chapter 4 we will derive expressions for the fusion cross section in the coupled 
channels framework, allowing for both the projectile and target to be polarised.
Solving the coupled equations can be very complicated. The coupled reac­
tion channels code FRESCO [Tho 88] integrates the solution to the coupled radial 
equations using the modified Numerov method [Ray 72]. The program allows for 
inelastic excitations and transfer channels with finite range coupling to be included. 
In order to reproduce the experimental data for 160  -f-208Pb (shown in figure 1.2.1) 
a large set of inelastic and transfer couplings are required [Tho 89].
In some systems the coupled channels Hamiltonian can be approximated and 
diagonalised. The problem reduces to a set of uncoupled eigenchannel equations 
which are relatively easy to solve [Das 83,Lin 84,Jac 85]. Although this method 
cannot include the same range of couplings as the full coupled channels method it
is often preferable because of the large saving in computer time.
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1.5 Overview
The aim of the thesis is to  gain a better understanding of how coupling between 
reaction channels affects fusion of heavy-ions. The coupled channels method is 
primarily used but we interpret the results using simpler models. We are partic­
ularly interested in reactions with polarised heavy-ion targets to see what extra 
information we expect to learn from polarisation observables.
C hapter 2: O ptical fusion potentia ls for 16O + 208P b
The coupled reaction channel (CRC) calculations for 16O-f208Pb by Thompson et 
al. [Tho 89] are probably the most extensive analysis of any near-barrier reaction. 
In this chapter we search for simple one-channel optical potentials which best 
reproduce the CRC predictions for elastic scattering and fusion. We use the optical 
potentials to calculate the radial distribution of fusion as it appears in the one- 
channel model. The distribution extends beyond the barrier indicating that a 
significant contribution to fusion is via coupling to other reaction channels.
C hapter 3: Coupled channels treatm ent o f  Coulom b excitation
Coulomb excitation is a significant excitation process for heavy-ion reactions near 
the Coulomb barrier. The form factor for Coulomb excitation of multipolarity A has 
a r~(A+1) radial dependence and can therefore cause excitation at large separation. 
The conventional coupled channels integration methods axe very inefficient over 
large radii. We describe a technique of integrating coupled equations to large radii 
efficiently using the piecewise analytic method [Gor 69].
C hapter 4: Polarisation observables for fusion
The coupled channels expression for the fusion cross section of a polarised projectile 
with a polarised target is derived. The cross section is sensitive to off-diagonal 
elements in the density matrix.
C hapter 5: Fusion o f deform ed heavy ions
Calculations of the fusion cross sections for 160  with aligned 165Ho are performed. 
The coupled channels results are compared with semi-classical and eigenchannel 
calculations, and the ambiguity over the choice of potentials is discussed. We make 
predictions for the orientation dependence of fusion that would be measured in an 
experiment and compare this with previous predictions.
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C hapter 6: Sum m ary and suggestions for further work
This short chapter summarises the results of the thesis and suggests further work.
The calculations of chapter 2 have appeared in two publications [Chr 91a, 
Chr 91b] and the work in chapters 3 and 4 is soon to be submitted [Chr 92a, 
Chr 92b]. During the course of this thesis we have performed a coupled channels 
analysis of 160  with 58Ni [Chr 91c] although this work has not been included in the 
thesis. These last calculations are part of a collaboration with the experimental 
group at Birmingham University and will be the subject of a future publication.
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Chapter 2
Optical fusion potentia ls for
160  +  2 0 8 p b
2.1 Introduction
In chapter one we showed how simple BPM calculations for 160  with 208Pb un- 
derpredict fusion at energies near the Coulomb barrier. Comprehensive coupled 
reaction channels (CRC) calculations by Thompson et al. [Tho 89] have shown that 
it is necessary to include inelastic excitations and single nucleon transfer channels 
in order to reproduce the experimental elastic scattering and fusion cross sections.
In this study we search for an effective one-channel potential that reproduces 
the elastic scattering and fusion results of the coupled channels analysis. We use 
the extended optical model of Udagawa et al. [Uda 84]. A local optical potential 
t/oPt(r) is found which reproduces the elastic scattering results. The imaginary part 
of Uopt(r) is then decomposed into a fusion component and a direct reaction
component Wdr(t) which gives the absorption into direct reaction channels:
Wopt(r) =  WF(r) +  WDr (t)  . (2.1.1)
There has been some debate as to the nature of W p(r) and in particular to 
the radial extent of fusion. Udagawa et al. [Uda 89] suggested that, in order to 
simultaneously reproduce elastic scattering and fusion cross sections, W f (x ) must 
extend to large radii. Satchler et al. [Sat 90] reproduce the same data using a 
short range fusion potential with an additional surface term  modelling multistep 
contributions.
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2.2 Coupled channels analysis o f ieO +  208Pb
The coupled channels analysis of 160  +  208Pb by Thompson et al. has been de­
veloped over several years [Lil 85,Tho 85,Tho 89,Sat 87]. The calculations use the 
coupled reaction channels code FRESCO [Tho 88]. The channels included in the 
model are inelastic excitations of both target and projectile, neutron pickup, pro­
ton stripping and an approximate treatm ent of alpha transfer.
The real part of the bare potential was taken from an earlier coupled chan­
nels analysis by Rhoades-Brown and Prakash [Rlio 84] and details of the coupling 
potentials can be found in Thompson et al. [Tho 89,Tho 88].
Fusion is modelled by a short range imaginary potential in each channel. A 
Woods-Saxon squared form factor is used
WbareO-) =  (2.2.1)
where Ri  =  ri(A.y3 -f A ^3), with parameters :
Wi =  10.0 MeV rj =  1.0 fm aj =  0.4 fm.
The radial parameter 77 =  1.0 fm, restricts absorption to  within the Coulomb 
barrier for each channel. Equivalent results may , be obtained by imposing an 
ingoing-wave boundary condition [Das 83].
The results of the analysis are described in [Tho 89]. The calculations repro­
duce the experimental fusion cross sections without any fitting of free parameters. 
We illustrate the effect of coupling by presenting the fusion cross sections at 80 
MeV. Table 2.2.1 lists the calculated fusion cross sections for the no-coupling calcu­
lation, coupling to inelastic states only, coupling to transfer only, and from the full 
coupling result. The inelastic and transfer channels both act to  enhance the fusion 
cross section at this energy, and both are required to reproduce the experimental 
result.
Table 2.2.1 Fusion cross sections for 160  with 208Pb at 80 MeV. The calculations are from 
[Sat 87] and include no coupling, inelastic, transfer and full couplings. The experimental 
data is from [Vid 77].
Bare potential Bare +  inelastic Bare +  transfer Full coupling Experiment
1.1 mb 13.7 mb 18.8 mb 37.6 mb 36 ±  4 mb
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2.3 Extended optical m odel
The elastic scattering component of the wavefunction can be calculated from a one- 
channel model with an effective optical potential [Fes 58]. The optical potential 
includes the elastic channel bare potential Uq, and a polarisation potential Up 
which accounts for the effects of coupling to other channels. The polarisation 
potential is complex, non-local, energy dependent, and very difficult to evaluate 
[Vin 91]. In practice a local, parameterised potential is normally used, with the 
parameters chosen by fitting to experimental data.
The elastic channel wavefunction can be calculated from the optical potential 
by the one-channel radial equation:
* ( r )  =  0 (2.3.1)
The wavefunction must be regular at the origin and asymptotically take the form
M r ) ^  \  [ tf f  Ob kr) -  5 / ^ +(t7, kr)] , (2.3.2)
where Si is the elastic S-matrix. The elastic scattering cross section can be cal­
culated from the S-matrix, and the parameters of UQpt(r) are varied .until the %2 
between the experimental data and the optical potential cross sections is min­
imised.
The optical potential includes the Coulomb term  Vc(r) and real and imaginary 
nuclear terms K PtO*), Wopt(r):
Uopt(r) = Vc(r) +  Vopt(r) +  iW opt(r). (2.3.3)
The effect of the imaginary potential is to add or remove flux from the model. The
total reaction cross section can be calculated from the unitarity of the S-matrix:
_  oo
^ = ^ E ( 2 «  +  1 ) ( 1 - W ) ,  (2-3.4)
K l-o
or from the overlap of the imaginary potential with the elastic wavefunction
A'jr ° °  roo   O / /
** =  ^ E ( 2 * + l ) / o d r - ^ W opt(r)  |^ ,( r ) |2 . (2.3.5)
The reaction cross section is the total absorption of flux from the elastic channel.
It includes fusion and direct reaction components.
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It has been formally shown [Hus 83,Uda 84,Sat 87] tha t the imaginary potential 
can be decomposed into components corresponding to  loss of flux as fusion and 
loss of flux into direct reaction channels:
Wopt(r) =  Wf (t ) +  WDr {t ) (2.3.6)
where Wj?(r) absorbs the fusion contribution and W d r (t ) absorbs the flux that 
appears in outgoing non-elastic channels. The fusion term  includes fusion from 
the elastic channel, and fusion via coupling to other reaction channels (multistep 
fusion).
The fusion cross section can be calculated from the overlap of the elastic wave- 
functions with Wp(r)
A'jr fOO  O/y
«* =  p -  E (2 *  +  1) j r=o W F(r) \ M r ) \ 2 . (2.3.7)
We search for the optical potential Uopt and the fusion component Wp  tha t simul­
taneously reproduce experimental elastic scattering and fusion predictions.
We can calculate the radial distribution of the reaction cross section and the fu­
sion cross section from the product of the imaginary potential with the probability 
density calculated from the elastic wavefunction:
4-7T  O #1
o-r(t-) =  —  Y X 21 + 1) Wopt(r) |V>l( r ) | 2 •
A'jr  O / /
M r )  =  p E ( 2 i  +  !)  “ /  W H O  \ H r ) f  . (2.3.8)
The reaction cross section radial distribution <jR(r) shows the to tal flux leaving the 
elastic channel. The fusion radial distribution <Tp(r) shows where fusion is initiated, 
either in one step from the elastic channel or via coupling to  direct channels.
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2.4 One-channel potentials for ieO +  208Pb
In this section we search for an optical potential and effective fusion potential for 
160  +  208Pb. The CRC calculations, described in section 2.2, have been repeated 
for E l a b  =  80, 82, 84, 86, 88 and 90 MeV (the Coulomb barrier is about 78 MeV). 
The CRC elastic scattering cross sections, and reaction and fusion partial wave 
cross sections are used as data for the optical potential searches. As we are using 
calculations as data we will not quote x 2 values (which are dependent on the error 
bars).
The parameter searches are performed using a modified version of the optical 
model code HI-OPTIM [Cla 86]. The new version, HI-OPTIM-F [Chr 90], includes 
more choice in the parameterisations for the optical potential and a separate fusion 
potential. The partial wave distribution (or spin distribution) of the reaction cross 
section, cfr(1), and fusion cross section, <tf(1), are included in the x 2 searches in 
addition to the elastic scattering cross section.
It is impractical to search for a fit to the elastic, reaction and fusion cross 
sections in one calculation, so a staged procedure has been adopted. Initially we 
search for an optical potential that reproduces the CRC elastic scattering and 
<t r ( 1 ) .  The elastic scattering wavefunctions for this optical potential are then used 
to find the effective fusion potential by fitting to the CRC crp(l) using equation 
(2.3.7).
2.4.1 O ptical potentials
Fits to  the CRC elastic and reaction cross section are obtained using simple form 
factors for the nuclear real and imaginary potentials [Sat 87]. The real potential 
Vopt is described by a Woods-Saxon form factor and the imaginary potential is de­
scribed by the sum of a Woods-Saxon term  and a  Woods-Saxon derivative (surface 
peaked) term  Wopt = Wv(r) +  Wb(r):
. Tr / \ - V  ■( - W v  -4 W De(r-*°)/«D\ .
r) “  c(r> + [1 + e(r-RVa] + * \Jl + e(r-*v)/av] + [1 + e(r-*D)/ai>]2 J i2'4'1)
The parameters in table 2.4.1 are the results of x 2 minimisation for the elastic 
cross section and partial reaction cross section. The parameters for E  >  86 MeV 
are very similar.
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Table 2.4.1 Optical potential parameters. The real potential is a Woods-Saxon and the 
imaginary potential is the sum of a Woods-Saxon (volume) and a Woods-Saxon derivative 
(surface) form factor.
Elab V r a W v rv ay WD td aD
MeV MeV fm fm MeV fin fin MeV fin fin
80 180.40 1.179 0.580 55.68 1.228 0.381 0.113 0.902 1.630
82 181.36 1.196 0.551 47.55 1.240 0.347 0.673 0.502 1.741
84 184.06 1.154 0.633 56.61 1.254 0.345 1.074 0.438 1.723
86 184.19 1.169 0.604 56.80 1.260 0.343 4.838 0.137 1.723
88 184.30 1.169 0.604 56.96 1.259 0.343 4.776 0.151 1.723
90 184.17 1.169 0.604 56.77 1.259 0.345 4.791 0.107 1.725
The total reaction cross section and the moments at 80 MeV for the optical po­
tential are:
crR =  103.45 mb < l > =  17.73 <  I2 >=  570.0 (2.4.2)
which compares well with the CRC results
<tr  =  102.88 mb <  I >=  17.26 <  I2 > =  519.7 . (2.4.3)
The elastic scattering cross section for the optical potential and CRC calculations 
are shown in figure 2.4.1. There is reasonable agreement between the two calcula­
tions. The corresponding partial wave reaction cross sections ctr(1) are shown in 
figure 2.4.2. The shape of the CRC <tr(1) is reproduced but the fit is poor at the 
peak, and the CRC shows more absorption at large Z, probably due to  Coulomb 
excitation, which is not reproduced by our optical potential calculations.
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Jb igure 2.4.1 Elastic cross section for 160  -f 208Pb at 80, 82, 84, 86, 88 and 90 
MeV. The dotted lines are the CRC predictions and the solid lines are the optical 
potential fits.
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Figure 2.4.2 Partial reaction cross sections for 160  *f 208Pb at 80, 82, 84, 86, 88 
and 90 MeV. The dotted lines axe the CRC predictions and the solid lines are the 
optical potential fits.
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Figure 2.4.3 Real and imaginary parts of the elastic S-matrix elements for 160  
-f 208Pb at 80 MeV. The solid lines are the CRC predictions and the dashed lines 
are the optical potential fits.
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The optical potential and CRC elastic S-matrices for 80 MeV are shown in 
figures 2.4.3. The shape of the real and imaginary parts of 5/ are reasonably 
reproduced but the results differ by about 10% at Z =  0. The S-matrices are not 
included in our %2 minimisation. Cooper et al. [Coo 90] have used inversion to find 
an optical potential which reproduces the CRC S-matrices. The resulting potential 
is very oscillatory and interpretation is difficult.
There is a continuous ambiguity in the choice of optical potential param eters 
that reproduce elastic scattering cross sections [Sat 83]. The ambiguity is reduced 
by requiring that the potential also reproduces the partial wave reaction cross 
section. However we were unable to find a potential tha t produces an exact fit 
to the CRC results, and there are other potentials which give fits of equivalent 
quality, so the ambiguity remains.
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2.4.2 Effective optical fusion potentials
We can use the elastic scattering wavefunctions, generated using the optical poten­
tials describe above, to search for the effective fusion potential. The fusion partial 
cross sections are calculated using equation (2.3.7). A parameterised form for 
Wp(r) is chosen, and we search for the parameters that minimised the x 2 between 
the optical and CRC <Tp{l). Three parameterisations of Wp have been investigated.
T he sharp cut-off m odel
In the sharp cut-off model the fusion potential is equal to the imaginary part of 
the optical potential out to a cut-off radius Rcutoff and zero beyond :
Wf(R) =  Wopt(R)  for R  <  .Rculofr (2.4.4)
Wf (.R) =  0 for R  > i W  (2.4.5)
1. 1
where Rcutoff =  ?cutoff(^i +  ). Udagawa used this method to find effective fusion
potentials for a range of systems [Uda 85].
We performed a x 2 minimisation to find the radius r  cutoff which produces the 
best fit to the CRC partial wave distribution. The optimum values for each energy 
are given in table 2.4.2. The results are close to the Udagawa result for 16O-{-208Pb, 
c^utoff =  1*45 fm. Figure 2.4.4 shows the sharp cut-off model fits to the CRC fusion
partial wave distributions. The crp{l) is well reproduced for low I but the CRC
results fall off more rapidly with increasing I after the peak value.
Table 2.4.2 The r^off for the sharp cut-off fusion potential.
-Slab (MeV) 80 82 84 86 88 90
^cutoff (fm) 1.390 1.430 1.440 1.440 1.437 1.430
W oods-Saxon fusion potentia l
In our second model we search for the parameters of Wf  assuming a simple form 
factor. We impose the constraint that
|WF(r)| <  |Wopf(r)| for all r (2.4.6)
which ensures that
aF{r) < crji(r) for all r. (2.4.7)
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We also require that <xF(r) — v r (t ) for r  <  8.5 fm so that there is no significant 
direct reaction contribution within the Coulomb barrier.
A single Woods-Saxon form factor, and the summation of a Woods-Saxon and 
a Woods-Saxon derivative term  have been tried, but the fits are poor. The best fits 
are obtained using the sum of two Woods-Saxon form factors (Wf (t ) =  W fi(t’) -f- 
WF2(r)),
W f (t ) =  [l +  )/“*■!] +  [1 + .e(r”-R« )/°« ] ’ (2.4.8)
Table 2.4.3 shows the optimum parameters for each energy. The parameters for 
E  >  84 MeV are very similar.
Table 2.4.3 One channel effective fusion potential parameters using the sum of two Woods- 
Saxon potentials.
F lab w F1 rFl api w F2 *F2 aF2
MeV MeV fm fm MeV fm fm
80 39.80 1.200 0.300 14.8 1.296 0.230
82 41.00 1.230 0.320 5.60 1.270 0.285
84 50.20 1.250 0.330 6.00 1.270 0.280
86 50.25 1.258 0.330 6.00 1.270 0.280
88 50.00 1.257 0.330 6.30 1.270 0.280
90 50.00 1.257 0.330 6.00 1.270 0.280
At 80 MeV the optical potential produces the total fusion cross section and 
fusion moments of:
<tf  = 35.22 mb <  I >F= 9.83 <  I2 >F= 122.57 (2.4.9)
compared to the CRC results
a F  =  36.59 mb <  I > f =  9.15 <  I2 > f =  108.8 . (2.4.10)
Figure 2.4.5 shows the partial fusion cross section (Tp{l) for each energy. The 
shapes of the I distributions for the optical potential are different from those of 
the CRC calculations, and the quality of the fits is worse than for the sharp cut-off 
model. At high I the CRC results fall away more rapidly with increasing I.
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+ ^ p b  at 80, 82, 84, 86,88 and 90 MeV. The dotted lines are the CRC predictions 
and the solid lines are the results using the sharp cut-off effective Wp(r).
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F igure 2.4.5 Woods-Saxon model fits to CRC partial fusion cross sections for 160  
_j_ 208pb 3Q^ §2, 84, 86, 88 and 90 MeV. The dotted lines are the CRC predictions
and the solid lines are the results using the sum of two Woods-Saxon form factors 
for Wp(r).
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T he /-dependent potentia l
The optical fusion potentials described so far do not reproduce the fusion partial 
wave distribution o>(Z) at high /. We can obtain an exact fit to the (Tp{l) by 
introducing an /-dependent parameterisation.
We use a Woods-Saxon form factor with the diffuseness a(l) chosen to reproduce 
<7p(Z) exactly. The depth and radius are chosen to be the same as Wy, the Woods- 
Saxon component of the optical potential (table 2.4.1):
WFj(r ) =  +  e(r-Kv)/a(l)] (2.4.11)
Figure 2.4.6 shows the diffuseness a(l) for each energy. At 80 MeV a(l) reduces 
with increasing /. At higher energies a(l) remains approximately constant up to 
about 80 % of the grazing / and then reduces with increasing /. Note that in this 
simple model the optical potential Z7opt is independent of Z, and that Wft/(r) may 
exceed WoPt(r) at some radii.
2.4.3 Radial distribution o f fusion
In section 2.3 we described how the radial distribution of the reaction and fusion 
cross section can be calculated (equation (2.3.8)).
The radial distributions (Tr {t) and for 80 MeV are shown in the top
section of figure 2.4.7. The fusion radial distribution is calculated using the two 
Woods-Saxon representation of The fusion and reaction distributions are very 
similar for r <  11 fm indicating that all absorption within this radius is as fusion. 
The fusion contribution peaks near 11 fm and reduces gradually beyond this, until 
it becomes negligible at about 14 fm. The lower part of figure 2.4.7 shows the 1 = 0 
Coulomb barrier and the fusion potential on the same radial scale.
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which reproduces CRC fusion partial cross sections for 160  -f 208Pb. The results 
for energies 80, 82, 84, 86, 88 and 90 MeV are shown by open triangles, squares, 
diamonds, stars, circles and black triangles respectively.
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F igure 2.4.7 The top section shows the radial, distribution of the reaction and 
fusion cross sections at 80 MeV. The distributions are calculated using the optical 
potential and the two Woods-Saxon form of Wp. The bottom section of the figure 
shows the 1 =  0 Coulomb barrier and two Woods-Saxon form of W p  for 80 MeV.
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The radial distributions <Tn{r) and 0 j?(r) are shown for each energy in figure 
2.4.8. The fusion radial distributions are shown for the three representations of 
W f (t ). Although the height of the fusion distribution peak changes, the radial 
extent of fusion is fairly independent of the energy. In each case approximately 
90% of the fusion occurs between 10.0 fm and 13.0 fm with a peak at between 11.0 
fm and 11.3 fm. The /-dependent potential (short-dashed line) and Woods-Saxon 
(solid-line) results for 0> (r)  are in reasonable agreement for E  > 84 MeV but have 
different shapes at 80 MeV where the /-dependent result is more diffuse.
The simple BPM model assumes the barrier must be completely penetrated be­
fore fusion occurs. The results here suggest that there is a significant contribution 
to fusion under the Coulomb barrier.
2.5 Conclusions
Reasonable fits to CRC results for the elastic scattering and reaction partial wave 
cross sections are found using simple energy-dependent optical potentials. In order 
to reproduce the shape of the CRC fusion partial wave cross sections we require 
/-dependent effective fusion potentials. The /-dependence is strongest at energies 
near the barrier.
The radial distribution calculated from the effective fusion potential shows a 
significant contribution to fusion under the Coulomb barrier. As the CRC model 
has a short-range imaginary potential, the fusion contributions at large radii must 
be interpreted as multistep fusion via coupling to direct reaction channels, so the 
direct reaction channels act as doorways to fusion. This interpretation is consistent 
with the large radii for W p(r) used in the calculations of Udagawa et al. [Uda 89].
The work in this chapter has appeared in two publications [Chr 91a,Chr 91b].
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F igure 2.4.8 Radial dependence of reaction and fusion cross section for 160  *f 
208Pb at 80, 82, 84, 86, 88 and 90 MeV. The dotted line is for the reaction cross 
section. The fusion radial distribution for the three representations of Wp(r) are 
shown by the solid line for the two Woods-Saxon form, the short-dashed line for 
the /-dependent form, and the long-dashed line for the sharp cutoff potential.
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Chapt er 3 
Coupled channels treatm ent o f  
Coulom b excitation
3.1 Introduction
We have seen that coupling to inelastic states can have a significant effect on 
fusion of closed shell heavy nuclei. We wish to extend our techniques to consider 
deformed or rotational nuclei where Coulomb excitation of inelastic states is very 
im portant. The radial form factors for Coulomb excitation have an asymptotic 
r~(A+1) dependence (for multipolarity A) and can therefore produce coupling at 
very large separation. The coupled channels m ethod we have described uses the 
Numerov [Ray 72] step-by-step method to integrate coupled solutions from near the 
origin outwards to a matching radius rmatch beyond which all coupling is considered 
negligible. If is large (eg. >  40 fm) then the Numerov m ethod is very
inefficient [Sat 83].
This problem can be solved by introducing coupled Coulomb wavefunctions 
[Ros 74,Rho 80,Sat 83]. These are solutions to the coupled equations in the pure 
Coulomb excitation region. They are calculated by integrating Coulomb func­
tions, evaluated at a large radius RoUt, inwards to an inner radius R m, outside of 
which the nuclear interaction is assumed to  be negligible. This integration can be 
performed efficiently as the potentials are smooth. The coupled Coulomb wave­
functions include the effects of coupling in the region R m < r <  Rout- Solutions in 
the interior region 0 <  r <  R+n are calculated by the Numerov step-by-step method 
as before. The S-matrices are obtained by matching the Numerov solutions to the 
coupled Coulomb solutions at R m (see section 3.3). (Typical values for the radii 
are Rin =  25 fm and Rout = 300 fm.)
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Several authors [Ros 74,Raw 76] have calculated coupled Coulomb wavefunc- 
tions using the Alder-Pauli [Aid 69] factorisation. The solutions are written as 
products of uncoupled Coulomb functions and modulating amplitudes. The mod­
ulating amplitudes obey coupled second-order differential equations but, as the 
amplitudes are slowly varying functions of r, the equations can be approximated 
by coupled first-order equations.
Rosel [Ros 77] showed the modulating amplitudes may be expressed as an 
asymptotic series in inverse powers of r. If the states are degenerate (or the adia­
batic approximation is used) the amplitudes can be calculated accurately using a 
three-term  recursion relation. However for the non-degenerate case the resulting 
four-term recursion relation is numerically ill-conditioned [Rho 80].
Rhoades-Brown et al. [Rho 80] solve the approximate coupled first-order equa­
tions for the modulating amplitudes using first-order Born approximation to  inte­
grate from Rout to Rjn. The integrals can be expressed as an asymptotic series and 
can be evaluated using rapid recursion relations. This is equivalent to  DWBA for 
Coulomb excitation in the asymptotic region and assumes multiple excitation and 
reorientation are negligible in this region.
We calculate the coupled Coulomb wavefunctions using the piecewise analytic 
method [Gor 69]. The integration range is divided into segments in which the 
potential can be approximated by a straight line. The solution in each segment 
can then be expressed as a  product of Airy functions and slowly varying coefficients. 
The coefficients can be calculated from analytic integrals so the solution is only 
evaluated at each segment boundary. This method was first described by Gordon 
[Gor 69] for atomic scattering and has been used for heavy-ion Coulomb excitation 
by Tolsma [Tol 75,Tol 79].
The piecewise method is preferable to the Alder-Pauli factorisation methods 
because it solves the coupled equations to all orders of coupling. Multi-step contri­
butions and reorientation effects are treated fully. However the piecewise method 
is slower than the Alder-Pauli based methods.
In the piecewise method the segment size is dependent on the smoothness of 
the potential. The oscillatory nature of the solutions is accounted for by the 
Airy functions and step sizes of 10 fm or more are common at large radii. The 
step size of the Numerov method is determined by the oscillatory nature of the 
solution (or the de Broglie wavelength) and step sizes of 0.02 fm are typical. The
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piecewise method is therefore far more efficient than the Numerov m ethod when 
the de Broglie wavelength is short and the potentials are smooth. In the nuclear 
interaction region (r <  i^n) the potentials are complex and not smooth and the 
Numerov method is more efficient.
This chapter describes our implementation of the piecewise m ethod and the 
method of calculating the coupled Coulomb wavefunctions. For a  general deriva­
tion of the piecewise method and an analysis of the errors see Gordon [Gor 69, 
Gor 71]. Tolsma [Tol 79] describes improvements to the m ethod including diago- 
nalising the coupled potentials in each step, re-orthogonalising the solutions, and 
using Coulomb functions instead of Airy functions as reference solutions. Our 
comparatively simple implementation achieves an acceptable performance without 
employing these features. We have written a subroutine CRCWFN to be included 
in existing coupled channels codes. It has been added as an option in  recent ver­
sions of FRESCO [Tho 88]. The final section of this chapter gives examples of how 
the subroutine performs. A description of the subroutine CRCWFN, including a 
test run input and output, is given in appendix A.
3.2 P iecew ise analytic m ethod
In this section we briefly describe the piecewise method. To illustrate the m ethod 
we first describe a one channel application before generalising for coupled channels.
3.2.1 One channel problem
We seek a solution to the one-channel radial equation
^ ■ ( r )  +  [fc2 -  U(r)}u(r) =  0 (3.2.1)
in the range R m < r < R out where k is the asymptotic wave number and U (r) is 
the potential:
U(r) =  | f v ( r )  +  ^ ± 2 1  . (3 .2 .2 )
The integration range is divided into segments. We will discuss the m ethod of 
choosing the segment length later.
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Initially consider one segment from r 0 to r 1. We approximate the potential 
U(r) in the segment by a straight line U°(r)
U°(r) = UBAR + ( r - r ) ^ - (3.2.3)
where U b a r  is the average of the potential in the segment and d U / d r  is evaluated at 
the mid point r. The general solution of the radial equation with the approximate 
potential
d27 / 1
(r) +  [k2 — U°(r)]w(r) =  0 (3.2.4)d r2
can be written as a linear combination of Airy functions
w(r) =  aA(r) +  bB{r) (3.2.5)
where
A (r)  =  Ai(a(j3 +  r)); B (r ) =  +  r)) . (3.2.6)
The Airy functions obey the equation d2A i(z ) /d z 2 = zA i(z), so the constants a  
and P can be shown to be
( ! ” )
The solution of the original radial equation (3.2.1) can be w ritten as a product of 
the Airy functions A (r),B (r)  and coefficients a(r), b(r) that vary slowly with r:
u(r) = a(r)A (r) +  b(r)B(r) . (3.2.8)
The radial dependence of the coefficients can be shown [Gor 69] to be proportional 
to the error in the approximation of the potential
a'(r) =  — irB(r)[U(r) — Z7°(r)]tt(r)
b \r)  =  irA(r)[U(r) — ^ (rjjitfr* ) . (3.2.9)
Assuming we know the solution and derivative at r =  r0 then the values of the 
coefficients at r 0 are uniquely determined (as the solution must be smooth and 
continuous)
u (r0) =  a(r0) A(r0) +  b(r0) B (r0), (3.2.10)
u'(rQ) =  a(r0) A '(r0) +  b(r0) B '(r0).
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(Terms including a'(r0) and b'(r0) can be shown to cancel [Gor 69]).
Integrating equations (3.2.9) from r0 to r\ we obtain an expression for the solution 
at r  =  7q:
tt(ri) =  a (r2) A (ri) +  6 ( r i ) 5 ( r i )  (3.2.11)
with
a(f*i) =  a(^o) ~ 7r f  B ( r ) [U(r ) ~  U°(r )\ w(r)
J r o
b(ri) =  6(r0) +  7r f  dr A{r) [U(r) — U°(r)] u(r) . (3.2.12)
Jro
This expression is exact but requires knowledge of the solution u(r). We use it as 
the basis for approximations:
(i) As the coefficients are slow varying we can approximate w(r) on the right hand 
side by the approximate solution
u°(r) =  a(r0) A{r) +  b(r0) B (r)  . (3.2.13)
(ii) U (r)—U°(r) is approximated in the segment by a quadratic so that the integrals 
may be solve analytically
A U (r) =  di +  d2(r — r)  +  d3(r — r ) 2 «  U(r) — U°(r) . (3.2.14)
An approximate form of the solution at r\ is therefore
w(rx) «  a^^(rx) A (ri) +  b ^ ( r i )  B (r i)  (3.2.15)
a ^ ( r i )  =  a(r0) — 7r /  dr B (r)A U (r)u°(r)
Jro
b ^ \r i )  =  6(ro) +  7 r /  dr A (r)A U (r)u°(r) .
Jro
It is easier to  apply the boundary conditions if we reformulate the problem so 
the coefficients remain constant over the segment but corrections axe made to the 
functions A (rj) and B(ri):
u(ri)  «  a^^(ri)A (r!) +  6 ^ ( r i)B ( r i)
=  a(r0)Ac( r i ) +  5(r0)Bc(ri) (3.2.16)
where
A c(r i) =  [(1 +  D aa)A(t i) +  D ba B (n )] (3.2.17)
B r'( n )  = [(1 +  D BB)B (n ) +  D ab 4 (r,)]
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Analytical expressions exist for these integrals [Gor 69,Tol 79]. (Precautions must 
be taken to avoid cancellation errors when evaluating the analytic expressions on 
the computer).
We now have expressions for the solutions at r =  ro and r = r \
u(r0) = a(r0)A(r0) +  b(r0)B (r0) 
u'(r0) = a(r0)A'(ro) +  6(r0)£ '( ro) 
w(ri) =  a (r0)Ac(ri) +  6(r0) 5 c(ri)
u'(ri) =  a(r0)A c,(r1)-\-b(r0)B c,(r1) (3.2.18)
where there are two unknowns (a(?*o) and 6(r0)), and all other terms are determined 
by the energy and potential within the segment.
It is a simple problem in linear algebra to solve for the coefficients a, b in 
each segment to  give a smooth, continuous solution across the integration region 
Rm to jRout* This can be solved efficiently using the LU decomposition method 
[Pre 86]. In this method a m atrix is constructed from the values of the reference 
solutions A (r),I? (r), A c(r ) ,B c(r) and their derivatives at each segment boundary. 
This m atrix is then decomposed into the product of two matrices, of lower and 
upper triangular form. To determine the coefficients we backsubstitute the value 
for the solution at one end of the integration range (eg. r  =  Rout). This will give 
the values of the coefficients in every segment and hence the value of the solution 
at the opposite end (in this case r = Rin)- The LU decomposition method has the 
advantage tha t once the m atrix has been decomposed, the backsubstitution stage 
can be repeated easily for a range of different solutions. One disadvantage of the 
method described is we only obtain the solution at the end points and have no 
information on the behaviour of the solution within the integration region.
The segment sizes must be chosen to allow the integration to proceed quickly 
within a known degree of accuracy. This is done by ensuring the error in approx­
imating the potential U (r) — U°(r) is within a user determined tolerance. As we 
use a linear approximation, the error is proportional to the second derivative of
the potential. In the subroutine CRCWFN the step size h is determined from the 
user set tolerance ACC by
h =  4 [ACC/(d2i7/(lr2)|r=r(,]1/2. (3.2.19)
This typically gives h «  0.5 fm near R[n and h «  10 fm near R out.
For very large r  (more than 1000 fm) it is more efficient to use constant potential 
approximations instead of linear approximations. The reference solutions are sines 
and cosines rather than Airy functions.
3.2.2 Coupled channels problem
The coupled channels form of the piecewise method uses generalised forms of equa­
tions (3.2.1-3.2.19) with the solutions and potentials represented by vectors and 
matrices. In the following description bold type indicates a column vector or ma­
trix.
In a  coupled channels calculation we must solve a set of N coupled radial Schrodinger 
equations for each total angular momentum J  and parity:
^  + k l - U i J r ) =  £  U ln(r)u]n(r) (3.2.20)
n^m
where km is the asymptotic wave number for channel m , u ^ (r )  is the m th  element 
of the radial solution vector u J (r) and U^n is an element of the potential m atrix 
U J(r) that couples channels m  and n,
[U(r)]m„ =  Umn(r) =  ^ V mn(r) +  . (3.2.21)
(We will omit the J  superscripts in the following discussion.)
The integration range is divided into segments and in each segment a reference 
potential m atrix U° is constructed from linear approximations to  the diagonal 
elements of U ,
[U°(r)]m„ =  Smn (Umm +  (r -  r )  dUmm/d r \r=F) (3.2.22)
where Umm is the average of Umm(r) over the segment.
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The reference potential U° is diagonal so the reference solutions of the approximate 
radial equation
a2
dr 2 + km ~  Umm(r)
w, ,(r) =  0 (3.2.23)
can be expressed as products of diagonal matrices of Airy functions A  and B and 
coefficient vectors a, b
w (r) =  A (r) a  -f B (r) b  (3.2.24)
where
[A(r)]m„ =  8mnA i(a m({3m +  r)) [B(r)]mn =  8mnB i(a m(fim +  r)) (3.2.25)
f tm  —
dUmm
dr r=7_
a — ^ mm k™ f
P m ~ d U mm/ d r |r=F r '
The solution vector to the coupled equations (3.2.20) can be written as a product 
of the reference solution matrices and coefficients vectors a ( r ) ,b ( r )  which vary 
slowly with r . The solution at the beginning of a segment is
11(7*0 ) =  A (r0)a(r0) +  B (r0)b (r0) . (3.2.26)
If the solution at r0 is known then a (r0) and b(ro) are uniquely determined. The 
solution at r i can be obtained by the same procedure as for the one channel case
11( 7*1)  «  A °(ri)a (r0) +  B c(r i)b (r0) . (3.2.27)
The matrices A c and B c are obtained using a generalised form of equation 3.2.17
involving matrix multiplications. For example
D a a  =  7r r  d r B (r)A U (r)  A (r) , (3.2.28)
Jro
where A U (r)  is a matrix of quadratic fits to  U (r)  — U °(r). As the reference po­
tential U° is diagonal, effects of coupling appear only in these correction integrals.
Evaluation of the off-diagonal terms of these integrals is likely to be sensitive 
to cancellation errors if the solutions in two channels are very similar. The sub­
routine CRCWFN checks for loss of accuracy and if more than  six digits are lost 
the subroutine repeats the integral assuming the two functions axe identical. This 
is im portant for nearly degenerate states of the same orbital angular momentum.
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We use the LU decomposition technique [Pre 86] to solve the boundary con­
ditions and obtain a continuous solution across the integration range. For an N 
channel problem the m atrix of solutions has a (2N  x 2N )  m atrix on the diagonal 
corresponding to each segment boundary. As there may be typically a hundred 
segments, the resulting matrix can be very large but sparse, with all the non-zero 
elements within a band extending 2N either side of the diagonal. The subroutine 
CRCWFN uses a system of pointers to avoid storage and manipulation of zero 
elements. Once the matrix of reference solutions is decomposed into lower and up­
per triangular form we can use backsubstitution [Pre 86] repeatedly to propagate 
solution vectors from R out to R m.
The piecewise method is applicable to any smooth potential. Our implementa­
tion (CRCWFN) has been designed for Coulomb excitation. The potentials must 
be real and expressed as an expansion in inverse powers of r. These constraints 
increase the efficiency of the subroutine as all the arithmetic is real, and the ap­
proximations to the potential can be calculated analytically. Appendix A gives 
further details of input data for the subroutine.
Care must be taken when integrating into classically forbidden regions. If 
V  > E  then the Airy functions are exponential in behaviour. If the integration 
is continued into the classically forbidden region the most rapidly increasing com­
ponent will dominate and the linear independence of the solution is lost. This 
problem is common in solving coupled equations bu t is particularly serious in this 
case as we are integrating inwards. The Numerov integration region should there­
fore be chosen such that R m is a few fermi inside the classical turning point of the 
largest partial wave.
For very high partial waves the classical turning point is at a sufficiently large 
radius that only Coulomb forces act. It has proved acceptable in these cases to 
omit the Numerov integration completely and m atch the coupled Coulomb wave- 
functions to zero a few fermi inside the classical turning point. This technique is 
included as an option in FRESCO [Tho 88] and, although simplified, can produce 
acceptable results for high partial waves very quickly.
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3.3 Coupled Coulomb wavefunctions
Coupled Coulomb functions are obtained by integrating uncoupled Coulomb func­
tions evaluated at Rout inwards to  Rm. We use the overline notation to indicate a
— fn)coupled Coulomb wavefunction (eg. F  (r)).
We construct solution vectors at r = R out with an uncoupled Coulomb function 
Fi or Gi in one channel and zero in all other channels. For example the m th element 
of vector F ^ (i2 o Ut) is
F<?\Roa,) =  SmnFln(Rout) ■ (3.3.1)
The bracketed superscript refers to the non-zero element at Rout• W ith the cor- 
responding G  vectors this gives 2 N  linearly independent vectors. These solu­
tions are integrated using the piecewise method to  give the corresponding coupled 
Coulomb wavefunctions at J2in, F^ n\ R m) and G ^ ( - R i n ) .
— fn)The coupled Coulomb wavefunction F (Rm) is the solution vector at Rm that, 
when integrated out to Rout, has the form of a Coulomb function Fin(Rout) in 
channel n  and zero in all other channels.
The m th  channel component of the solution satisfies the asymptotic boundary 
condition
um{Rout) =  2 (Rout) — SmaE-ifcn (-f^out)J ( 3 . 3 . 2 )
where a is the incident channel and R out is a radius beyond which all coupling
is assumed negligible. The outgoing and ingoing Coulomb functions are defined
H i  = Glm + i,Flm and =  <?,. -  iFu .
As the coupled Coulomb wavefunctions include the effects of coupling in the region 
jRin <  r <  i?oUt, an equivalent expression for the boundary condition ( 3 . 3 . 2 )  is
. _  x t
Um(Rm) =  - ( 3 . 3 . 3 )
where
H - {a)(R i„) =  G t \ R ia) -  iF t \R in )
H t,{n)(R,n) =  C?Ln )( iJ i„ )  +  iF*Z?(Rin )  ■ ( 3 . 3 . 4 )
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In this equation H rJ'a\ l l i n) is the m th channel contribution of an incoming wave 
in channel a and H m (Rin) is the m th channel contribution to  an outgoing wave 
in channel n. The S-matrix can therefore be obtained by matching the coupled 
Coulomb wavefunctions to solutions integrated out from the origin at Rm.
3.4 Exam ples
The effects of Coulomb excitation are most clearly seen in the differential cross 
section for inelastic excited states, particularly at forward angles. In this section 
we give two examples of how the piecewise m ethod compares w ith the Numerov 
integration.
The first example considers excitation of the 2+ state of 58Ni in the reac­
tion 160-{-58Ni at Elab =  44 MeV. The details of the calculation can be found 
in [Chr 91c]. The calculations were performed using the coupled channels code 
NUMER and include the first 201 partial waves. Figure 3.4.1 shows the differential 
cross section for the 2+ state. The thin solid line is from a calculation tha t uses the 
Numerov method from the origin to 25 fm, and uses the piecewise m ethod from 25 
fm to 100 fm. The complete calculation took 128 seconds of computer CPU time. 
In the same amount of time, a calculation using only the Numerov method only 
integrates to 42 fm. There is a significant difference between the results due to this 
truncation in radius. To complete the integration to 100 fin using the Numerov 
m ethod takes 256 seconds. The dotted line from this calculation is almost identi­
cal to the piecewise result (thin solid line). The piecewise subroutine has halved 
the computing time for this result. To extend the integration to  200 fm using the 
piecewise method only increase the computing time by 7 seconds (compared to an 
additional 220 seconds for the Numerov method). The thick solid line is for 300 
partial waves integrated to 500 fin to illustrate the converged result.
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F ig u re  3 .4 .1  The differentia cross section for excitation of the 2 + s ta te  of 58Ni 
in  the  reaction  of 160  with 58Ni a t Elab=  44 MeV.
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F igure 3.4.2 The differential cross sections for excitation of the 2+ and 4+ states of 
152Sm in the reaction of I60  with 152Sm at ELAB= 72 MeV (taken from Thompson 
[Tho 91]).
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The second example is taken from calculations performed by Thompson [Tho 91] 
for excitation of the 2+ and 4+ states of 152Sm in the reaction 160 + 152Sm at 
E l a b = 7 2  MeV. The calculations were performed using FRESCO [Tho 8 8 ]  and in­
clude nuclear and Coulomb excitation with full reorientation. Figure 3.4.2 shows 
the 2+ and 4+ cross sections from two calculations including the first 501 partial 
waves. The solid line is the result of a calculation using Numerov integration to  
Rmax =  100 fm with step size of h = 0.03 fm which took 437 seconds. The dots 
correspond to a calculation using the Numerov method from the origin to R[n =  
25 fm and then continuing with the piecewise subroutine CRCWFN to R m a x  =  100 
fm. This reduced the time for the complete calculation to  135 seconds. The total 
computation time has been reduced by 69%, and the integration from r  =  25 fm to 
r  =  100 fm is approximately twelve times faster using the piecewise method. The 
dashed lines indicate the differences between the Numerov and piecewise results 
which are less than 1% at most angles.
We have seen tha t the piecewise method is substantially faster than  the Nu­
merov integration in the pure Coulomb excitation region and the results are in 
good agreement with the Numerov method. The inclusion of this subroutine in 
FRESCO means tha t it can be used for a wide range of different coupled channels 
reaction studies. In chapter 5 (section 5.4.7) we will use it to test the effect of long 
range Coulomb excitation on fusion.
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C hapter 4 
Polarisation observables for fusion
4.1 Introduction
Fusion experiments using polarised heavy-ion beams have shown tha t the polari­
sation observables remove some of the ambiguity in defining heavy-ion potentials 
(see the review article [Fic 92]). These studies have only considered the case when 
one of the nuclei is polarised. In chapter 5 we investigate the effect of target align­
ment on fusion cross sections. Although not included in this study, it would be 
very interesting to study fusion of a polarised beam with an aligned target (eg. 
23Na -f165 Ho). The standard fusion observables are the unpolarised cross section 
and the tensor analysing powers T ^ 8 [Mob 84,Jac 85] (see chapter 5). These are 
not sufficient to describe reactions where both nuclei are polarised. In this chapter 
we derive an expression for the coupled channels fusion cross section for the most 
general incident density matrix, which allows for polarisation of both nuclei.
In the coupled channels method the fusion cross section can be defined as the 
difference between the total cross section and the sum of the cross sections
in all the channels included in the model (elastic, inelastic and transfer):
M r 0) = M r 0) -  ^el+inel(p,nC) • (4.1.1)
In the next section we derive an expression for <7ei+inei and <tt and hence <rp for 
a general density matrix. Throughout the derivation we use a screened Coulomb 
potential (described in appendix B) although the final expression is independent 
of details of the screening.
The final section of this chapter gives examples of how the general expression 
for the fusion cross section simplifies in particular situations.
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4.2 D erivation o f the cross section formula
4.2.1 Spin-O rbit representation
The notation is based on that of Satchler [Sat 83]. We will consider the scattering 
of projectile a from target A. The incident channel a  has wavenumber kQ, projectile 
spin Iaa with spin-projection m aa, and target spin Iaq and spin projection 
The corresponding values in channel f3 are kp, Iap, m af}, Iap and r a ^ .  We will not 
explicitly consider transfer reactions.
The asymptotic form of the total wavefunction, when the initial spin-projections 
are m aot and , is
pikpr
+ E  (« .4>) (4-2.1)
/3 m ap m Ap
where m is the wavefunction describing the internal degrees of freedom ofap p
the projectile and target in channel (3 and fm^pmAp-,maQmA (^?^) is the scattering 
amplitude. We shall use the spin orbit coupling basis
L  +  Ia =  Ja , Ja -\- Ia — Jt  (4.2.2)
and choose the quantisation axis along the incident beam  direction. Following 
Satchler [Sat 83] we may write the scattering amplitude
E  1 W M )  (4.2.3)
<  L a 0 Ia<x m Qa | Ja<x M jaa > < Jaa M jaa I a<x ™>Aa I Jt  M t  >
< Lp m Lf} Iaf3 m ap | Jap M Jaf} > < Jap M Jap I ap rnAp | Jt  M t  >
S LpJapfcLaJaQa ~  f>LpL j j apJAaf>(3c^
where summation is over c =  {La,L p , J flQ, Ja0, JT,M ja<x, M jap, ra /^ , My}. This is 
the full scattering amplitude which appears in equation (4.2.1). ^ JLpJapP',LaJa a *s 
the ‘asymptotic S-Matrix’ which matches to a plane wave beyond the screening 
radius and includes nuclear, Coulomb and screening potential contributions (see 
appendix B).
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4.2.2 General density  m atrix
The general incident density m atrix ptnc describes the initial polarisation of the 
beam and target. We follow Satchler [Sat 83] in defining the general density m atrix 
as the direct product of the density matrices for the target and the projectile:
<  m aom A<s\p'nc\m'ailm'Ao > =  • (4.2.4)
The observables are calculated using the trace over the spin projections, for exam­
ple the total cross section is
<rT(pinc) =  E  /  Trace l f ^ { Q p ) p inc f a *(fi„)) (4.2.5)
p Vat
where vp is the asymptotic velocity in channel (3.
4.2.3 Elastic and inelastic cross sections for general density  
m atrix
The sum of the elastic and inelastic integrated cross sections for a general density 
m atrix is
(7ei+ine)(pmc) =  E  ~  E  <  \p'^\rnaj n Aa >
0 ,Ia p ,m ap , I Ap ,m Ap a  m a a m A a m'a a m Aa
x / ^ ( / £ ; ra^ ra, o( M )  • (4.2.6)
Substituting in the scattering amplitudes (4.2.3)
ffel+inel(p,n<:) =  E  ^  E  <  TO««”U , ^ '" 1 ^ 7 7 1 ^  >
/3,Iap,rnap,IAp,tnAp a  maamAam'aaTn'Aa
/•“  ( s c Iy !  J'at <  J'ot 0 Jaa Vflaa \Jaa MJaa >  <  Jaot ^dja<x J-Aa m Aa \J t MT >  
<  -k/3 ™,Lp Iap vnap\Jap M Jaf} > < Jap M jafj IAp m Ap\JT M t  > 
S L p J a p P ;L a Jaa<x ~  ^ a L p ^ J ap J a a ^ L p m h p  ( ^ 5  4>)
where summation c l =  {L a, LpJaa, Jap, J r , mLp,M Jaa, M Jafj, Mr } and
c2 =  Using the orthonormal property
of spherical harmonics and the Clebsch-Gordan orthogonality
/  dn Y^ ( 6 A )  *W***) = » ( 4 -2 ‘8 )
2  <  i/3 mL() TOa I Ja M j  > <  Lp m L I a ma \ j '  M j  > =  Sj j ' S m  M<
T.amaa P P aP *p Jap 3rnLp ap
Y  <  M Jaf} l A p  m A p  | J t  M T > <  J 0 p M j ap I Af) m Af} I J t  ^ J T j'T  3
M J a p ^ A p
we get the result
<7el+mel(p,nC) =  TJ  £  <  ™.aam Aa\p'nC\maam A<_ > £  ^
a  i > & T I a amaamAamaamAa P , la p , lA p
Y .  LaLa < La 0 Ja<x m aa \Ja<x M jaa >< Ja<x M jaa I Aa m Aa | JT M t  >
c
<  L'a 0 Iaa m J J i  > <  f aa M'Jaa I Ao m AJ J T M T >  (4.2.9)
S Le Jaefi-,U J.a a  -  ^ L p L j j ^ J ^ S p ^  \S L p J a/)p-,L'a ]'aaa  ~  SLf L ' J j a0j'aJl3<>] 
where c =  {La  ^ Jaai Jaa> Jap) J t •> M jaa, ^J jaa?Mir}.
4.2.4 Total cross section  for general a density  m atrix
To obtain an expression for the total cross section we follow the m ethod described 
in Messiah (1966) p863 [Mes 66] (see also Schiff (1968) pl36 [Sch 68] ). Consider 
two stationary waves ^  of the same energy with asymptotic forms
ra—*oo
r i/—foo
eik~‘ r° + faa(too,)'
yik ara
(4.2.10)
n 4>p eik' ^  + f 0b(Qp) ,*kbrpre
r v —*oo
,iknTi/
(4.2.11)
Notice the notation f va is the amplitude for exit channel v  when the entrance 
channel is a  with initial momentum ka. (The order of subscripts on f va is (final <—
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initial), opposite to that of Messiah.) Provided the energy E is real we can write
V t  =  0 . (4.2.12)
If we sum this quantity over spins and integrate over a finite volume of configuration 
space the quantity remains zero,
E / < ^ n -  (t-^-v2+m +r*+ =  0 . (4.2.13)
Provided the potentials are real (as they are outside the coupled channels approx­
imation) we can use Green’s theorem to rewrite the volume integrals as surface 
integrals at radius R u
E  J  K  ‘V*a+ -  * i ' *] *  = 0 • (4-2-14)
/•
o = — f M + — f : b(n a )+ E — 1 ■ (4-2.i5)
H r  Hr,  . .  H i,  J
Substituting the asymptotic forms for we obtain
^ M t k )    ^ "ftp fta u ftv
The angles are defined f la =  8{ra — ka) and fib =  8(rp — kb) where ka is the 
initial momentum direction for entrance channel a. The sum over v  is inclusive 
of the channels a and b. The notation fp a is for entrance channel a  with initial 
momentum ka and exit channel (3.
We shall use this formula with a and b replaced by different m states in the incident 
channel. In equation (4.2.5) we expressed the to tal cross section for incident density 
m atrix p%nc. We can take the incident density m atrix out of the integral
°T(p'nc) E  <  m ^ m Aa\pinc\maarnAa > (4.2.16)
maamAamaarnAa
We have not truncated the coupled channels set at this stage so (3 represents an 
infinite sum over all possible channels. We can replace the second line of this 
formula using the Messiah result
E ( / ' “(ft*) / /5a* ( M  =
r  J  V<x0
2z*7T
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so the total cross section for a general density m atrix is
M p inc) =
2z7T
ka 2  <  rna„mAa\pinc\maam Aat >maamAamaamAa
, , (n a) - / a? ,™«amAa ;maQmAQ\ J ™aamAa'’Tna<*mAJO ,))  (4.2.18)
where fta = S(rQ — ka) =  0 . Substituting in the scattering amplitudes (4.2.3) 
<7T(p,ac) = j r  £  <  m aam AJ p mc\maam Aa >
a  m aam Aam ,aam Aa
("SI £ £  < £ >  a .  ia .  ™aj 4  m ;  >•a<x 
r» .  , / /
\  «  c l
< L":m c  / la TOo„ > <  j ; ;  TOij  j ; m ’t >
Y,S Jfll jlll T11!1 --&T 11 T M 8 j" fillLa JaQa>LaJaaa JaaJaa
\fAni
■r"« (°)
«VL ^  ^  0 -^a maa l*^ aa ^ J aa ^  <  ^aa ^ J a a ^Aa 171Aa \Jt  >
^ z/car c2
<  ^  ™L'a M Jaa >  <  J aQ M Jaa I'Aa m Aa \Jt M T >
\S tiaJ'aa<*M*a<* ~  ^LqL'JJaaj'aJ\ YL'am^ (0))  * (4.2.19)
Where summation cl =  {L a, La , JQq, Jaa, JT, M Jaa, M Jaa, M r } and
c2 =  {L a,L a, JaQi JQa , J j ’,M jaa,M jaa,M r} . Using the forward angle property of
spherical harmonics
l ' L m ( O )  =  ^ m O
V iir
(4.2.20)
and combining common factors of the two summations we obtain the result
(4.2.21)rx0>"“ ) =  T7 £  <  ■ma^ m AJp"'c\m aam'Aa >
KOt I I
m «a m A a  m a a  m A a
E * _ / /  ^  _  /  , _ / /  _ , / /  _ / /  _ _ // _  / , _  _ _Ira  Zra  <  Ira  0  I 0a M j ^  >  <  J Qq M Jqq I Aq 771^  \ J T  M T  >
c
< La 0 Ia<x m ao\ J a<x M Jaa > < Ja<x M Jaa IAa m Aa\JT M t  >
[2 6 L a L '^ J aaJ l  ~  S L a Jaaa;L ’’jZa a  ~  S l £  J"Qa;L„Jaaa  
where summation c =  {La, JQa, j ” , J r , M , ,M " ,M t }.
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4.2.5 Fusion cross section
Defining the fusion cross section as ap =  <?t  — ^ei+inei
M / > in c )  =  7 7  £  < m « „ m A « \ p i n c \ m a a m A a  >
• >™aamAamaamAa
JjaLa <C Ija 0 Iaa Tfla(x\Jaa M jaa X  Jaa M jaa J^ Aa M t  ^
c
< L ‘0 0 rnaa \j'aa m £  X  j'aa IAa m'AJ J T M T >
(\2Sr , . S j  J- - S JLTj  a.T< Jl a - S Jj J r  a.L J 1
i ' a i ' a  J<*aJaa ^ a < 'a a ® i ^ a ' ' a a a  ■ka *, a ota »i / <*J a a Qf J 
X  7“  r 4  J°/3 /3;^ a Jaa a “  ^LpLQ £/a . Ja<xr „ 7 ua L jflLpJ, 
|"?»Jr * (4.2.22)
where c =  {Iya , I ^ ,  JQa, f aa, J r ,M jaa,M jaa,M r} . Expanding the last two brack­
ets and using the delta functions this becomes
M p inc) =  p -  £
a i 1
m a<x m A a  m aQ m A c
< ™<,am Aa\p'nc\rnaarnAa >
£•£<>L a <  ^aO Iaa m aa\Jatx M jaa X  Ja<l M jaa JAa m Aa\JxM T >
< L'a 0 I a„ m j f aaM j'a X  4  IA« m Aa\JT M T >
( \ 
c  c  V '  V0~Q J T -q J t  *
L a L ^ J a a J a  ~  2 ^  ~ ^ L p J a f c L a Ja a a * L p J a
0 L g J a$ V °
(4.2.23)
where c =  {La,L'a, f aa, Jt , M j^ , M ' j^ , M t } .
In this expression the 5-matrix elements refer to screened Coulomb forces. We 
now consider the limit as the screening radius R 8 becomes very large. It will be 
assumed that there exists a radius R i (<C R 8) such tha t outside R i only monopole 
Coulomb interaction potentials axe non-negligible. Hence, for L a > 2kaR \ (say) 
we can ignore any channel coupling and it is safe to  assume
t»Jt
^L pJap0\LaJaaCt — f^iot^LpLa Sjap Jaa (4.2.24)
where S lq is determined by the screened monopole Coulomb interaction in chan­
nel a  and satisfies |5 l« | =  1. The summation over Xaand L'a in equation (4.2.23) 
therefore only involves L a,L'a < 2kaR i. For sufficiently large R s these contribu­
tions will satisfy La,L'a <C kaR s and we can therefore use the result (appendix
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B)
~QJt — A/3) q J r  n oc\
LpJapfi\La Jaa <X ~ e  L pJapfi’,La Jaa Ot & ( 4 . ^ 5  J
where the un-barred S-matrix elements are calculated with an un-screened Coulomb 
interaction in the usual way and are independent of the screening radius. The 
dependence on R 8 arises entirely through the phases Aa,A p which are given by 
Aa =  rja log 2 kaR g and are independent of L a. We see that in equation (4.2.23) all 
the dependence on the Aa and hence the screening radius cancels out.
<TF(pmc) =  j j  Y  < m ^ m ^ \ p 'nc\rnaam Aa > (4.2.26)
Ka • •m aa m Aam aam Aa
'y ] L qL q <  L a 0 IQa Tflaa | Jaa M jaa X  Jaa ^ J a<x ^Aa ^ Aa | Jt  M t  >
c
<  L : 0 I aar n 'j j 'aaM'Jaa X  IA<xm Aa\JT M T >
( \
L aLa ^ J a<xJaa 2 - i  e  % J a^ ;L aJaaa \ j
\  PWap a )
where c =  {La, L'a, JQq, j'Qa, Jy, M jaa, M 'Jaa, My}. This formula shows the fusion 
cross section is obtained from unitarity arguments by summing over all outgoing 
channels and including interference between incident m-substates which couple to 
the same final channel. For the general case of both target and projectile being 
polarised, the fusion cross section is sensitive to off-diagonal elements in the density 
matrix.
4.2.6 Fusion cross section in term s o f tensor operators
Equation (4.2.26) requires the incident density m atrix to be expressed in a basis 
of eigenstates of the angular momentum component along the incident beam di­
rection. This may not be the most convenient basis, particularly when considering 
target polarisation. It is therefore useful to express the cross section in terms of 
polarisation tensor operators as these are easier to transform. W ith this aim we 
rewrite
Y  < m A . \ j tM t  > <  j ' a M'Jaa IAa m'AJ J TM T > =
Mt
Y  - j r Y ~ ( - Y A <
kAQA “a Aa
W (Jaa Iaa j aa Ia^ J t  kA) < Ja<x M Jaa kA qA|j'aa M jaa > (4.2.27)
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and hence
53  ^  ^aa M jaa kj\ QaIJqq M jaa > <  L a 0 IaQ TTlaa \ h a M jaa >
^ a Q< a
Iaa+ma<x> = ' £ j aJ ' a2M - ) L° ( - )
kak
< L a 0 L'a 0|& 0 > <  Iaa -  m aa IQa m aJ k a qA >
T T T
< k A -  qA ka qA\k 0 >
h a la a La
C  h Q L'a
kA ka k 4
(4.2.28)
with
( - ) /““+m““ <  Ia„ ~  rn.„ Iaa rnaa\ka qA > =  
J _  <  m ac\T kaqA\ma" >
i aa
to obtain
M p mc) = TJ J 2  < m cam Aa\pinc\m'aam Aa >
Ka • •maa 171A a maam Aa
Y , L aL'a(2JT +  l ) k h j ^ ( - ) K { - ) La( - ) Jr- ,A- - J:
c J-Aalaa
(4.2.29)
(4.2.30)
<  TOl j T*.><>JTO°,» > <  m Aa\Ti-.A-<!A\m Aa >< kA -  qA K  qA\k 0 >  
W (Jaa IAa J'aa IAa; JT kA) < L a 0L'a 0|fe 0 >  <
f
X , X ,  ‘HtLJ(<’L v (a ) -v L' ( a ) ) q J T q J T *
6LaL ' J j ^ J ^  ~  2- , e
pLp Jap
J 1a -^Cla I*a
J'aa h a  L'a
kA ka k 4
where c =  {L a,L'a, Ja<x, J 'q, J T, k}.
This equation can be factorised by defining new coefficients, which we label 
such tha t
*p(pinc) = £  E  VrM) x p r » ] w rk(kA, k ) (4.2.31)
Ka kakAk
where
P k l iM )  = Trace(p(A)rfcjl_9il(A)) (4.2.32)
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and
r hF(kA,ka) = + i)kakA^ f ^ ( - p { - ) L- ( - ) ^ - !^ - J'^
Jaa I  a a La
J'aa h a >
k j^4 ka h ^
s L L 'h  ]• -  E  ^ e i(aL‘ (a)-°L'°{a))S l l j  g.r J aS JrT; \  <4.2.33)a ot aa aa v  L p J aj3p,L,a J aa a  LpJapP;LaJaaa I ^ '
PLpJap a J
C 1 A a I a a
W (J aa IA<x JaQ lAa)JT ^a ) < L a 0 La 0|fc 0 >  <
where c =  {La,L'a, Jaa, J 'a , k}. As La and L'a both couple to Lp (in the S- 
matrices) and from the Clebsch-Gordan <  La0 L'a0 \kQ >  it can be seen th a t only 
even values of k contribute.
4.3 Exam ples
The following examples show how the general fusion cross section expression sim­
plifies for particular density matrices.
(1) When the target and projectile are initially spin projection and raa, w ith 
the quantisation axis in the the beam direction the incident density m atrix is
<  TnaamAa\p I771 a a111 A a ^  ^maamaa r^naama^mAam'Aa^mAamA • (4.3.1)
Inserting into equation (4.2.26) we get the cross section for initial m-substates m a 
and
7T
<TF(m a,m A) = +  1)
J T [ 9 ~  £  V\  PLp Jap ‘y > ^  Jaa M ja<x Ida m,a\IJa 0c
< J T -  M T IAa m A\Jaa -  M Jaa >  (4 .3 .2 )
where c =  {La, JGq , M j  , M T} and
6  = 1 for J t  > |m a +  ttiaI
=  0 for Jt  < \ma +  rnA | . (4.3.3)
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(2) When only one nucW  has spin in the initial channel (eg. IA =  0) the expression 
reduces to the familiar result [Mob 84,But 87]:
<rF(m a) =  2 ( 2  J t +  1) [0  -  2  ^
K ot J T \  p L p V a
2\
E < J T -  M T Iaa m a\La 0 >  e‘^ » S JL^ Laa (4‘3*4)
Let I
where
8  = 1 for J t  >  \ma\
= 0 for Jt < \ma\ . (4.3.5)
(3) When both nuclei have spin but one is unpolarised the cross section can 
be expressed as a linear combination of the cross section for initial m-substates 
<TF(ma,mA).
When the target is unpolarised the density m atrix is
_  i_mci /  / .  c < ra » . |pinc{a)\m'a n >
< t n aam A a \p \m a„m Aa ° ’nA<,n ‘Ua, ( 2 1  A +  l )  (4.3.6)
and the fusion cross section can be expressed as
m a m A \ A j-A  *+" ■*■)
Similarly when the projectile is unpolarised the fusion cross section can be 
expressed as
M e “ > -  £  ^ ' C i T  >  ' * < * • * )  ■ '<*■»•»m am A \ A l a  T  *-)
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C hapter 5 
Fusion of deform ed heavy-ions
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will study methods of calculating fusion for deformed nuclei. We 
will concentrate on fusion of 160  with an aligned 165Ho target but the methods can 
be used for many other deformed systems. This particular reaction is of interest 
since, in addition to the large predicted deformation effects, we can study the in­
fluence of orientation of the target on the fusion cross section. Fusion studies with 
polarised heavy-ion projectiles have shown that the additional polarisation observ­
ables give more information on the potentials than  is available in a unpolarised 
experiment.
In chapter 1 we described how the study of fusion of 160  with samarium iso­
topes by Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81] was one of the first indications of the effect 
of intrinsic degrees of freedom on fusion. The measured fusion cross section for 
the deformed 154 Sm is twenty times larger than the fusion cross section for nearly 
spherical 148Sm at Elab=  60 MeV. Stokstad and Gross showed how a simple pro­
cedure of averaging the fusion cross section calculated at a fixed target orientation 
over all available angles can account for the enhancement. In an appendix to  their 
paper Stokstad and Gross estimated the orientation dependence tha t would be 
measured for fusion of 160  with an aligned 165Ho target. Their prediction shows 
nearly two orders of magnitude difference between the aligned and unaligned cross 
section, although they admit the effect is probably overestimated.
A more detailed theoretical study of fusion of 160  with an aligned 165Ho target 
was carried out by Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 84,Jac 85]. They used the eigen- 
channel method to calculate the fusion cross section and polarisation observables,
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including quadrupole coupling between the first three states of the 165Ho ground 
state rotational band. They predicted a much smaller orientation dependence than 
the Stokstad and Gross estimate, with the largest effect being a  reduction in cross 
section of 40% due to alignment at energies below the Coulomb barrier. This pre­
diction is discouraging for experimentalists, particularly since the maximum effect 
occurs at very low cross sections and would be very difficult to measure.
We have found no references to near-barrier fusion experiments using a po­
larised heavy-ion target. However there have been several experimental studies of 
fusion with polarised heavy-ion beams. Fick et al. [Fic 92] present a comprehensive 
review of the topic and we will only refer to the most im portant contributions.
Mobius and Grawert [Mob 84] have studied the fusion cross sections and tensor 
analysing powers T^q8 for 7Li -f 51V and 23N a+48Ti. Below the Coulomb barrier 
Tlo* is large and positive for the prolate deformed 23Na, and negative for the 
oblate deformed 7Li. Mobius and Grawert use semi-classical and coupled channels 
methods to analyse the data and discuss how the channel coupling affects the fusion 
observables. We shall refer to their methods and conclusions within this chapter.
More recently Butsch et al. [But 87] have studied fusion of 23Na with 48Ti and 
206Pb. They perform a coupled channels analysis, including inelastic excitation of 
the target and the projectile. The coupled channels results reproduce the exper­
imental values of T^q8 but underpredict the fusion cross section. They attribute 
this failure to the need to include contributions from transfer channels. The correct 
<rp can be reproduced if energy dependent optical potentials are used [Fic 92].
The large orientation dependence of fusion observed using polarised heavy-ion 
beams has revived interest in polarised target experiments. A recent experimental 
proposal by Walker [Wal 91] showed that the experimental area at Daresbury is 
arranged such that a minor alteration in the beam line would enable the dilution- 
refrigerator to  be used as a target chamber. This experimental proposal has moti­
vated us to look at the theoretical predictions for fusion of an aligned 165Ho target 
again.
In this chapter we present a comprehensive analysis of fusion of 160  with 165Ho. 
We start by describing our model for 165Ho and defining the potentials we will use. 
Our model only includes excitation of the ground state rotational band. It may
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eventually be necessary to include side-bands, projectile excitations and transfer 
reactions to obtain accurate predictions.
There are several methods of performing the fusion calculations. The most 
microscopic of these is the coupled channels method. We described how the method 
can reproduce the effects of channel couplings on fusion of 16O-}-208Pb in chapter 2. 
Using the methods developed in chapters 3 and 4 we apply the coupled channels 
method to 160 + 165Ho and the results are described in section 5.4. These results will 
form the main predictions of this study. However it is im portant to compare these 
predictions with the previous estimates [Sto 81,Jac 85] and understand how more 
approximate methods of calculating fusion compare with the coupled channels 
technique.
In order to  perform the comparison we attem pt to  repeat the calculations of 
Stokstad and Gross, and Jacobs and Smilansky. Both sets of calculations use 
the adiabatic approximation, which we describe in section 5.5. In section 5.6 
we develop a semi-classical model and compare the predictions with the results 
of Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81], and with our coupled channels calculations. In 
section 5.7 we perform eigenchannel calculations based on the work of Jacobs and 
Smilansky [Jac 85].
Finally we make predictions for the effects of alignment we would expect in an 
experiment and draw conclusions from the results in this chapter.
5.2 A description o f 165Ho
The ground state of 165Ho has spin and parity I£  =  7 /2“ . The low-lying states 
are well described by the rotational model [Boh 69]. In our coupled channels 
calculations we will include up to five states of the ground state (K =7/2) rotational 
band with energies:
e7/2-  =  0.0 keV, e9/2-  =  94.7 keV, en /2-  =  209.8 keV, 
e13/2-  =  345.0 keV, e15/2- =  499.2 keV .
We will ignore the contribution from side bands (the first of which starts with a 
3 /2+ state at 321 keV).
The deformation parameters have been studied by several methods and are 
the subject of some uncertainty [Bar 89,Pow 75]. For example estimates of the
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quadrupole moment vary from 585 fin2 to 774 £m2 depending on the m ethod used. 
We will use:
=  0.33, /?4 =  0.0, Q0 = 772 fm2
for the deformation parameters and intrinsic quadrupole moment. These values 
are based on the Hartree-Fock calculations of Bartel et al. [Bar 89] except
that we neglect the hexadecapole deformation parameter. Estimates for (34 vary 
from 0.02 to 0.06. W ith hindsight it would be interesting to see the effect of the 
hexadecapole deformation and this is suggested as further work (see the discussion 
in section 5.3.1). The quadrupole deformation (32 =  0.33 means that 165Ho has a 
prolate deformed and axially symmetric intrinsic state.
iort
Details of the alignment properties of 165Ho and references to lighty reactions 
are given in section 5.8. We have found few references to heavy-ion experiments 
using 165Ho. Tamain et al. [Tam 75] measured fusion-fission cross sections for 40Ar 
on 165Ho at E l a b  =  226 MeV and 300 MeV, but these energies are considerably 
above the Coulomb barrier (Vg ~  165 MeV) and the target was unpolarised.
5.3 ieO +  165Ho reaction m odel and potentials
In the reaction of 160  +  165Ho we will assume that 165Ho is quadrupole deformed 
with states that can be represented by the rotational model. Only the ground 
state of 160  is included in the model since the lowest lying excited states are above 
6 MeV. (However studies on 16O + 208Pb showed projectile excitation can have a 
strong influence on fusion, so we would aim to include it in further work.)
There are no experimental data for this system from which we can extract fitted 
optical potentials, so we must rely on theoretical and global phenomenological 
descriptions. (Recently near-barrier fusion cross sections for 160 +  166Er have been 
measured [Fer 91] which could be used to define the potential. However 166Er 
(with (32 =  0.23) is less deformed than 165Ho.) There have been many different 
potentials used in heavy-ion reactions and it is not clear which description is most 
accurate. We will use a deformed Woods-Saxon form factor tha t reproduces the 
double folding potential in the surface region.
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5.3.1 Double folding potential
The double folding potential is obtained by integrating a nucleon-nucleon interac­
tion over the densities of the target and projectile [Sat 79]. The spherically sym­
metric density we use for 160  is from Lilley [Lil 85] and was originally obtained 
from a shell model calculation.
The density for 165Ho is based on the empirical description obtained by Powers 
et al. [Pow 75] from muonic X-ray experiments. We use a deformed Woods-Saxon 
form factor with a quadrupole deformed radius term
p M )  =  pm( 1 +  exp{(r -  R{B))/a } ) ~ 1 R (6 ) =  Ro(l +  p 2Ym{60)) (5.3.1)
where /9m=0.1555, Rq — 6.15 fm, a =  0.49 fm and /?2 =  0.33. 6  is the angle between 
t  and the symmetry axis of the target deformation (see figure 5.3.1). This simple 
form factor gives a reasonable fit to the Hartree-Fock calculated densities of Bartel 
el al. [Bar 89].
Figure 5.3.1 The coordinate system used to define the potentials is shown. 6 is 
the angle between f and the deformation symmetry axis of the 165Ho target. (j> is 
the angle of rotation about r. The potentials axe independent of <J> but this angle 
is important for the semi-classical trajectories described in section 5.6.
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The double folding calculations are performed using DFPOT [Cla 91] with the 
isopin/spin independent form of the M3Y interaction [Sat 79]:
Vmsy^ )  = 7999eXp(~ 4r) -  2134exp(" 2-5r)4r 2.5r
-  262 S(r) . (5.3.2)
This model works well for elastic scattering of a wide range of heavy-ions. We
represent the 165Ho density as an expansion in spherical harmonics up to the hex­
adecapole term:
p(r, 0) «  pQ(r) +  p2(r)Y2O(0 ,0) +  p4(r)Y4o(0 ,0) (5.3.3)
where
px(r) = N X I  1 d0 sin0 p(r,0) YAo (M ) (5.3.4)
J —ir/2
with N q = y/n  and N x>o =  1/2. The folding computation produces the corre­
sponding multipoles of the potential
V5bw(r) =  V0f (r) +  V /( r ) r 20(ff, 0) +  V /(r)V 40(ff, 0) . (5.3.5)
The behaviour of the multipole form factors in the surface region are shown by the 
solid lines in figure 5.3.2.
Notice that, although we have only included quadrupole deformation of the 
radius term  in equation (5.3.1), the density and potential have significant hexade­
capole components (p4(r ) and V /(r)) . It is not obvious whether these should be 
included in a calculation. As we initially assumed the radius of the 165Ho density is 
quadrupole deformed it may be suggested that the higher multipoles of the poten­
tial should be discarded. Alternatively since the deformed Woods-Saxon resembles 
the Hartree-Fock density then it may be argued th a t the higher components are 
valid. This ambiguity is a result of specifying the deformation of the radius rather 
than the potential. We will show calculations with and without the hexadecapole 
component.
5.3.2 Deform ed W oods-Saxon potentia l
The deformed Woods-Saxon potential is frequently used to  represent deformed 
potentials as it resembles the behaviour of folding potentials in the surface region.
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It has the form
V T^' ^  (1 +  exp[(r -  Rt(6 ) -  Rp)/a])
R t(8 ) =  r0A \lz (1  + p 2Y20(6 ,Q)) R ,  =  r 0^ ’/3 , (5.3.6)
where A t and Ap are the target and projectile masses. The following parameters 
(giving what we will refer to as potential A) give a reasonable fit to the folding 
model potential in the surface region:
Potential A
Vo =  -60.93 MeV, r 0 =  1.162 fm a =  0.63 fm (32 = 0.33 . (5.3.7)
In choosing the parameters we were guided by the semi-empirical parameter- 
isation of the folding potential of Christensen and W inther [Chr 76,Bro 81]. The 
parameterisation allows for a free adjustment of the radius A R  in order to fit elas­
tic scattering [Tig 90]. The parameters of potential A corresponds to A R  =  0.0 
fm.
We can express potential A as a multipole expansion
Vm+q(r,0) =  Vo(r) + V2(r)YM(9,0)
Vm+q+h(r, 9) = Vo (r) +  V2(r)Y2O(0,0) +  V4(r)Y4O(0 ,0) (5.3.8)
where
Vx(r) = N x f /2 d0 sin $ V (r, 9) Yxo(9,0) (5.3.9)
J - t r/2
with No =  \pK and N x>0 = 1/2 as before. Figure 5.3.2 shows both the multipole 
form factors Vx(r) of potential A and the folding potential in the surface region. 
The potentials are very different at short radii but there is reasonable agreement 
for r  >  10.5 fm.
It is im portant to appreciate that the monopole component T^j(r) of potential 
A is not the same as the undeformed Woods-Saxon potential obtained by setting 
p 2 =  0. Figure 5.3.3 shows that the monopole term  ^ ( r )  (dashed line) is more 
diffuse than the /?2 =  0 Woods-Saxon.
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Figure 5.3.2 The A = 0,2,4 multipoles of the folding potential and the deformed 
Woods-Saxon. potential A in the region of the Coulomb barrier.
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Figure 5.3.3 The monopole component of potential A and the = 0 Woods- 
Saxon in the region of the Coulomb barrier.
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In the following sections we will frequently refer to different representations of 
potential A. In order to simplify the explanations we will use the following notation:
1) V (r, 6 ) the deformed Woods-Saxon, equation (5.3.6);
2) (m-fq-fh) multipole expansion up to hexadecapole;
3) (m +q) multipole expansion up to  quadrupole;
4) monopole the monopole one-channel potential;
5) /?2 =  0 Woods-Saxon with /?2 =  0.
5.3.3 The Coulomb potential
The Coulomb potential used in these calculations includes a  contribution from the 
quadrupole deformation:
Vc( r ,6 ) =  M ^  +  M | £ l p 2(cos«) (r >  iJc) (5.3.10)
r
where Q0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment and R c =  1.2(A ^3 +  A j/3) «  9.6 fm. 
The hexadecapole component of the Coulomb potential has a negligible effect on 
fusion and is omitted from these calculations. A more accurate treatm ent of the 
Coulomb potential could be considered as further work, perhaps with a folding 
calculation using the charge densities.
5.4 Coupled channels analysis
5.4.1 Coupled channels m odel
The coupled channels calculations are performed using the code FRESCO [Tho 88]. 
We outlined the method in chapter 1. In this section we will only refer to  specific 
details.
We include up to five states of the ground state rotational band of 165Ho (as 
detailed in section 5.2) with nuclear and Coulomb coupling, and full reorientation.
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We use the rotational model to  define the coupling coefficients [Tho 88] in the 
(L I )J M j  basis:
V ^ L,,,(r) =  LL'l'(-l)J- r - L+L'W(LL'ir-, U )
< £02/01AO > <  I 'K \0 \ I K  > (V ? (r)  +  V ^(r ))  (5.4.1)
where (r) and (r) are the nuclear and Coulomb form factors for multipolarity 
A described in section 5.3.
We simulate fusion by including a short range imaginary potential which ab­
sorbs all flux penetrating the Coulomb barrier in each channel. We use a deformed 
Woods-Saxon squared form factor
W (r 6 ) =  ------------------- — -------------------
(1 +  exp[(r -  R t(0 ) -  R p)/aw])2
R,(0) = rwA l/3 ( l + p 2Y2O(e ,0 )) R p = rtoA 1J3 . (5.4.2)
with depth Wo=-10 MeV, radius r„,=1.0 fm, diffuseness a tt,=0.4 fm, and — 
0.33. This potential is based on the imaginary term  used in the coupled channels 
analysis of 16O + 208Pb by Thompson et al. [Tho 89]. The multipole components 
are calculated using equation (5.3.9). We have chosen to  deform the potential so 
tha t it follows the angular dependence of the real potential barrier. The effect of 
deforming the imaginary potential is discussed in [Sat 83].
The total fusion cross section for an unpolarised target is calculated as the 
difference between the reaction cross section, and the sum of the cross sections for 
the non-elastic channels included in the model:
of -  or -  X) • (5.4.3)
As we are considering a target with spin in the ground state, we can calculate 
the fusion cross section for particular initial m -substates of the target, and make 
predictions for an aligned target. We can calculate <rF(m) , with the quantisation 
axis along the incident beam direction, using the formula derived in chapter 4:
cTF(m ) =  —  ^2(2Jt  +  1) 19 -  -£
a Jt \  fiLp
<
Y  g‘K a ( ff)) 
La Mr
JT -  M t  Iom \L a 0 >  (5.4.4)
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where
8  = 1 for J t  >  \m\
=  0 for Jt < \m\ . (5.4.5)
We can check that the two methods of calculating the unpolarised cross section
agree:
<7F(rn) t N
^ = ? ( 2 v r i ) -  ( 5 -4 - 6 )
The orientation dependence of the fusion cross section can be expressed in 
terms of spherical tensors:
O  ^ (a lig n ed ) =  O p  (unpolarised) i +  £
k >  0 q
(5.4.7)
where tkq are the spherical tensors describing the polarisation state of the target, 
and are the tensor analysing powers which describe the sensitivity of the 
fusion cross section to the target polarisation [Mob 84,Fic 92]. For fusion cross 
sections only the tensor analysing powers T /“s for even k and q =  0 are non-zero.
The tensor analysing powers may be expressed in terms of the m -substate fusion
cross sections [Sat 83]
m fus E m  V 2 F + T  o F( m )  <  I 0m k O \I0m  >  fK A 0,
Em ^Fym )
In particular, we shall study the behaviour of the second-rank tensor analysing 
power t Iq8. For Iq =  7/2 the range of this observable is
VTfii >  T/0U* >  —t/25/21
1.5275 >  T/0“* >  -1.091 . (5.4.9)
5.4.2 D etails o f calculations
The coupled channels calculations are performed using a Numerov step size of 0.02 
fm with an outer matching radius jRmax =  30 fm. As we are interested in fusion we 
need only calculate the partial waves that contribute to the fusion cross section (up 
to about I =  60ft in this example). Limiting the number of partial waves shortens
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the calculations but means that we are unable to give predictions for the elastic 
scattering or inelastic cross sections.
We include 3 states of the rotational band in most of the calculations as this 
illustrates the m ajor effects of coupling and the third state is the highest state 
coupled to the ground state by a single quadrupole transition. A 3-state calculation 
requires 15 coupled channels for each parity and total angular momentum and takes 
approximately 200 CPU seconds on the RAL Cray XMP supercomputer.
The calculations are repeated for jElab =  67, 69, 70, 72, 75 and 80 MeV. These 
energies span the near barrier region (we cannot define a unique barrier height 
for a deformed nucleus). Calculations at energies below 67 MeV are numerically 
unstable, mainly due to  loss of linear independence of the coupled solutions in the 
classically forbidden region.
We shall refer to four representations of the deformed Woods-Saxon Potential A, 
defined in section 5.3.2:
1) (m +q-fh) multipole expansion up to hexadecapole;
2) (m +q) monopole and quadrupole components;
3) monopole the monopole component;
4) 02  =  0 Woods-Saxon with /?2 =  0.
5.4.3 Effect o f  coupling on fusion
We will illustrate the effects of coupling on fusion by comparing 3-state calculations 
(using the (m -fq+h) potential) with one-channel calculations (using the monopole 
and /?2 =  0 potentials).
Figure 5.4.1 shows the unpolarised fusion cross section crp as a function of energy. 
The 3-state fusion cross section is more than an order of magnitude greater than  
both one-channel fusion cross sections at 67 MeV. At higher energies the relative 
difference between the cross sections is smaller, indicating that coupling effects are 
less im portant. The two one-channel calculations illustrate different assumptions. 
The monopole calculation (dashed fine) uses the deformed potential bu t ignores 
couplings, whereas the /?2 =  0 calculation (dotted line) assumes an undeformed
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potential. It is important to distinguish between these two one-channel descriptions 
when quantifying fusion enhancement effects.
Figure 5.4.1 Fusion cross sections for 160  + 165Ho calculated using FRESCO. The 
solid line includes 3 states, the dashed line uses the monopole potential and the 
dotted line uses the /?2=0 Woods-Saxon.
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The fusion cross section op’(m) for each initial target m -substate (with the 
quantisation axis along the incident beam direction) are shown in figure 5.4.2. 
These are the results of 3-state calculations with the (m +q-fh) potential. Al­
though there are eight m-substates we need only calculate four cross sections since 
crp{—m ) =  <tp(rri). At energies below 71 MeV (Tp{m =  | )  is more than an order of 
magnitude larger than ap(m  =  | ) .  At higher energies the m -substate dependence 
is weaker (for example the cross sections only differ by 10% at 80 MeV). The solid 
line in figure 5.4.2 is the unpolarised cross section <rp which, in this example, is 
similar to <rp(m =  |) .
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Figure 5.4.2 Fusion cross sections for particular m-substates from 3-state coupled 
channels calculations. The quantisation axis is along the incident beam direction.
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Figure 5.4.3 The tensor analysing powers Tj^ 8 for k  =  0,2,4 from 3-state coupled 
channels calculations.
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The orientation dependence can be quantified in terms of the tensor analysing 
powers T /0U\  In figure 5.4.3 we show T /0US (with fc=2,4,6) for the same 3-state 
calculations shown in figure 5.4.2. We shall concentrate on the second-rank tensor 
analysing power T^q8 which is large and positive at low energy and reduces rapidly 
with increasing energy. The positive sign indicates a prolate deformation and 
the behaviour is similar to that observed for 23Na fusion by Mobius and Grawert 
[Mob 84].
The reduction in the effects of orientation and coupling on fusion as the energy 
increases can be explained in terms of the contributing partial waves. The coupling 
effects are strongest for fusion of the peripheral partial waves where the nuclear 
surfaces only just overlap. At low energies few partial waves are completely ab­
sorbed and the major contribution to fusion is from the peripheral partial waves. 
As the energy is increased more partial waves will be completely absorbed and the 
relative contribution from peripheral partial waves is less significant.
5.4.4 Nuclear and Coulomb deform ation contributions
The calculations shown so far include both nuclear and Coulomb coupling effects. 
In order to identify the influence of each we have repeated the 3-state calculations 
at E l a b = 6 9  MeV for nuclear coupling, and Coulomb coupling only. The results 
are summarised in Table 5.4.1.
The cross section for no deformation is calculated using the /?2 =  0 Woods- 
Saxon potential. Including Coulomb coupling enhances crp by a factor of three. 
The negative T^q8 indicates more fusion for the m  =  |  substate than for m  =  | .  
If we only include nuclear coupling the fusion cross section has increased to more 
than  one hundred times the/?2 =  0 value, and T(q8 is positive. W hen both nuclear 
and Coulomb coupling are included <rp is about th irty  times the /?2 =  0 result. 
Including Coulomb deformation decreases the enhancement effect of the nuclear 
deformation, in this case by a factor of three.
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Table 5.4.1 Fusion cross section and T(q8 for 160 + 165Ho at Elab=69 MeV. The no 
deformation and Coulomb coupling calculations use the /?2 = 0 Woods-Saxon potential. 
The nuclear coupling and full coupling calculations use the (m+q+h) potential.
No deformation Coulomb coupling Nuclear Coupling Full coupling
<7i?(mb) 0.315 1.01 32.6 10.9
rpfus
■L20 0.0 -0.51 0.90 1.08
5.4.5 Num ber o f states in th e coupled channels m odel
In this section we will see how the fusion predictions depend on the number of 
states included in the coupled channels model. Calculations have been performed 
with 1,2,3,4 and 5 states of the ground state rotational band, using the (m-f q+h) 
potential. The 1-state calculation includes only ground state reorientation. The 5- 
state calculation includes all states coupled to the ground state by two quadrupole 
transitions or one hexadecapole transition.
Figure 5.4.4 shows ap for each set of states. The triangles show the one-channel 
cross section, calculated using the monopole potential. Comparing the 1-state 
and monopole cross sections we see tha t ground state orientation considerable 
enhances fusion for energies below 72 MeV. Including the first excited state (the 2- 
state calculation) increases the enhancement effect. Including three or more states 
does not significantly alter the cross section. The 4 and 5-state results cannot be 
separately resolved in this plot. At energies above 73 MeV the inclusion of coupling 
decreases the fusion cross section compared to the monopole result.
The corresponding calculations of T^q8 are shown in figure 5.4.5. At energies 
below 75 MeV the 1-state (ground state orientation) T^q8 is considerably larger 
than tha t obtained when excited states are included. This effect was observed in 
fusion calculations of polarised 23Na with 48Ti by Mobius and Grawert [Mob 84]. 
Coupling to excited states reduces the orientation dependence of fusion compared 
to that observed when only reorientation is included. The 4 and 5-state results 
are very similar suggesting that inclusion of higher states in the band will not 
significantly change the results. The 3-state calculations are sufficiently close to 
the 5-state results to be used for predictive purposes.
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Figure 5.4.4 Fusion cross sections for coupled channels calculations including 
1,2,3,4 and 5 states and the one-channel fusion cross section using the monopole 
potential.
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Figure 5.4.5 T^qS for coupled channels calculations including 1,2,3,4 and 5 states.
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5.4.6 T he effect o f  the hexadecapole term
The coupled channels calculations presented so far have included the hexade­
capole component in the (m +q+h) multipole representation of potential A. We 
commented in section 5.3.1 that we should perhaps only use the monopole and 
quadrupole terms (m +q) of potential A, since we assumed the nuclear radius was 
only quadrupole deformed. We have repeated the 3-state calculations using the 
(m + q) potential.
The fusion cross section for (m +q+h) and (m +q) potentials axe shown in figure 
5.4.6. The hexadecapole term  enhances fusion at low energy and decreases fusion 
at high energies. The tensor analysing powers T /0U* are shown in figure 5.4.7. The 
hexadecapole term  increases T(q8 by up to 20 %, and increases T(q8 by a factor of 
three at the lowest energies.
5.4.7 A pproxim ations to  the calculations
In figures 5.4.8 and 5.4.9 we have illustrated the effects of the adiabatic and isocen- 
trifugal approximations, and the effect of long-range Coulomb excitation. The cal­
culations are all performed using 3-states with the (m +q+h) potential. The solid 
fines are the standard calculations used throughout this section.
The adiabatic approximation is frequently used in fusion studies (see section 
5.5). We can simulate the effects of the adiabatic approximation by setting the 
excitation energies to zero in our coupled channels calculations. The dotted fines 
in figures 5.4.8 and 5.4.9 show the results of a 3-state fusion calculation with the 
excitation energies set to zero. The adiabatic approximation increases the fusion 
cross section slightly, and reduces T /0US. The effects are relatively small (about 3% 
maximum change in T(q8) suggesting that it is an acceptable approximation for 
fusion. Both the observed effects are consistent with what we would expect for a 
slight increase in coupling to excited states.
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Figure 5.4.6 Fusion cross sections for 3-state coupled channels calculations using 
the (m+q) and (m+q+h) potentials.
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Figure 5.4.7 T^qus for k =  2,4,6 from 3-state coupled channels calculations using 
the (m+ q) and (m+q+h) potentials.
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Figure 5.4.8 Fusion cross sections for 3-state coupled channels calculations testing 
the adiabatic approximation, long-range Coulomb excitation, and the isocentrifugal 
approximation.
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Figure 5.4.9 T^q* for 3-state coupled channels calculations testing the adiabatic 
approximation, long-range Coulomb excitation, and the isocentrifugal approxima­
tion.
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The iso centrifugal approximation is also often used to simplify coupled chan­
nels equations (see sections 5.5,5.7). The iso centrifugal approximation ignores the 
difference in centrifugal barriers for all channels that couple to  the same to tal an­
gular momentum J .  One common method of applying the approximation is to 
calculate the centrifugal barrier assuming L = J  [Jac 85] . We have repeated the 
3-state calculations using L = J  and the results are shown by the dot-dashed lines 
in figures 5.4.8 and 5.4.9. The isocentrifugal approximation has a negligible effect 
on the unpolarised cross section, but increases T(q8 slightly. The effect is only 
significant at the higher energies.
In chapter 3.3 we saw how long-range Coulomb excitation is im portant for 
inelastic excitations. The calculations in this section have used the Numerov in­
tegration method to 72max= 30 fm and have ignored any coupling beyond this 
radius. We have repeated the 3-state calculations including integration out to  300 
fm using the piecewise subroutine CRCWFN described in chapter 3. The dashed 
lines in figures 5.4.8 and 5.4.9 show the effect of including long-range Coulomb 
excitation. The results are virtually indistinguishable from the standard results 
indicating th a t any coupling in the region 30 fm <  r < 300 fm has a negligible 
effect on fusion observables.
5.5 T he adiabatic approxim ation for fusion
In the semi-classical and eigenchannel methods described in the following sections 
we will use the adiabatic approximation to simplify the fusion calculation. In  this 
section we describe the implications of this approximation.
In the adiabatic approximation we assume the rotational motion of the de­
formed target is very slow compared to the relative motion of the projectile and 
target [Cha 56]. An orientation-dependent fusion cross section <rp(9) can be evalu­
ated assuming the target deformation axis is at fixed angle 9 to the incident beam 
direction [Sto 81]. The fusion cross section is calculated by folding ap(9) with the 
target orientation distribution in the incident channel \</>a(9)\2:
(Tp =  f  d9 s in 9 ctf(9) \(/)a(9)\2. (5.5.1)
Jo
The adiabatic approximation is equivalent to assuming all the states in the 
ground state rotational band are degenerate. If we also make the isocentrifugal
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approximation, that the centrifugal barrier is the same for all channels that couple 
to the same total angular momentum, then we can write the coupled channels 
equations for the complete rotational band as a one-channel equation for each 
orientation £ =  cos#.
The coupled channels equations, including all states (3 of the rotational band, can 
be written
oo
( E - e a -  Ta) Xa(r) =  £  Ua0 (r)x0 (r) (5.5.2)
0=1
where ea and T a are the excitation energy and kinetic energy operator for channel 
a , and Uap(r) is the potential between channels /? and a
Uaff(r) =  J  d (  M O U ( r , O M O  • ( 5 .5 .3 )
The wavefunction <^(£) is the probability amplitude of the orientation of the de­
formation axis f  =  cos 6  when the target is in state /?. The set of functions ^ s(f)
form a complete set for the f  degree of freedom
oo
= (5.5.4)
0=1
If we apply the adiabatic and isocentrifugal approximations for channels a  =  1..JV, 
such that ea =  e and Ta = T, then
oo
(E - e - T ) Xa(r) =  u ^ { r ) x ^ )  • (5.5.5)
/3=1
Multiplying equation (5.5.5) through by </>«(£) and summing over a  =  1 . .N  we get
N  N  oo
( E - e - T ) ^  Mt)x«(r) = £ £  MO
a=l a = l  (3=1
/  d f  M 0 ) U ( r ,  O M C )  X0 (r) • (5.5.6)
If we now let the N  —> oo and use the completeness (5.5.4) then
oo oo
(E  -  e -  T )  £  M O x J r )  =  U (r ,0  £  M O  x M ) . (5.5.7)
a = l  (3=1
This may be rewritten
(E  - e - T ^ i ^ r )  = U(r,£)ip(Z,r) , (5.5.8)
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where
oo
=  X) Mt)Xf>(r)  • (5.5.9)
0=1
The coupled channels equations have been reduced to a one-channel equation for 
each target orientation (  = cos 9.
The N-channel form of the adiabatic approximation (5.5.6) is frequently used 
to simplify the coupled channels calculations [Das 83,Lin 84,Jac 85]. If the po­
tential can be diagonalised, then by applying the adiabatic and isocentrifugal ap­
proximation, the radial equations can be uncoupled. The resulting N uncoupled 
eigenchannel equations can be solved relatively easily (see section 5.7).
Nagarajan, Balantekin and Takigawa [Nag 86a] showed tha t the N channel 
form of the adiabatic approximation can be equivalent to  a discretisation of the 
integral expression (5.5.1). For a K =0 rotational band, an eigenchannel calculation 
including states 1=0 to I=N  is equivalent to the weighted average of the amplitudes 
at M orientations 6m (where M =  2N-2):
M
<7F = w ma F(0m) . (5.5.10)
m = l
The orientations 9m correspond to the M zeros of P 2n(cos 9) and the weights w m 
axe those corresponding to  Gauss-Legendre quadrature. In the limit as N goes to 
infinity the weighted sum is identical to the integral expression (5.5.1). This has 
been generalised for case of K  ^  0 by Andres et al. [And 92].
The underlying assumption that the relative motion is fast is not intuitively 
obvious for fusion reactions near the barrier. In the final part of this section we will 
show how the adiabatic expression for the fusion cross section (5.5.1) can be derived 
in the coupled channels framework by applying the adiabatic approximation only 
to direct reaction amplitudes. The reasoning is similar to tha t of chapter 4.
In the coupled channels model we define the fusion cross section as the difference 
between the total cross section and the sum of the elastic cross section and the 
non-elastic cross sections for the channels explicitly included in the model:
a F  =  a T -  t f e l + i n e l  . (5.5.11)
We will consider fusion of a spherical projectile with a deformed target (with 
ground state spin 7a= 0 for simplicity). Only the states /? of the ground state
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rotational band are included explicitly in the model. The ground state is labelled
a.
The total cross section can be calculated, using the optical theorem, from the 
zero-angle elastic amplitudes
° t  =  - £  (/« °(n = °) -  f °  ° ( n  = °)*) • (5-5-12)
The sum of the elastic and inelastic cross sections is:
e^l+inel =  &el “t" ^mel (5.5.13)
<rd = J d n \ f aa(n)\2 (5.5.14)
^1161= YL [ d£l . (5.5.15)
Using the adiabatic approximation as described above, we can express the 
scattering amplitudes as weighted integrals of the amplitude /(£ , fi) calculated for 
the target at a fixed orientation £ =  cos 6:
f 0 „(ft) =  y  d f 4 H t ) m  (5.5.16)
where </)Q( 0  is the orientation probabihty amplitude defined before (equation 
(5.5.4)).
Substituting the adiabatic amplitude (5.5.16) into the expression for the inelas­
tic cross section (equation (5.5.15)) we get:
<7inei =  £  J a n  J d c  J d i '
(3£ot
* . # ) ’« ( ? ) •  (5.5.17)
Using the completeness with respect to £ (5.5.4) we obtain an expression which 
only includes the ground state wavefunctions <j>a :
aw  = j d o ,  J  dc
-  J d n  J d e  J  a ?  m m t w M o
x * , « W . f t ) V : ( 0  • (5-5.18)
Substituting the adiabatic amplitude (5.5.16) into (5.5.14) we see the elastic 
cross section is
<rd = J d u J d t  J  a r
x < M £ W ,n ) * C ( r ) ,  (5.5.19)
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which is exactly the second term  in the expression for crinel. Adding the two ex­
pressions we can write <rei+inei as the integral over all angles of the cross section 
evaluated at fixed £,
«rd+ind = J  |<kr(£)|Vel+inel(£) (5.5.20)
<rei+m,i(f) = /d n  |/(£,0)|2 . (5.5.21)
The adiabatic expression for the total cross section is obtained by substituting 
for the adiabatic amplitudes (5.5.16) in equation (5.5.12):
"T = T  ( /  M t Y f i t #  = o ) M i )
-  /  <ir uoftt', f t = o r  M i r )  . (5.5.22)
This can also be expressed in terms of the total cross section evaluated at orienta- 
tion £
<TT =  J i i  \ M 0 \2M 0  (5-5.23)
*t« )  =  ^  ( /(£ , ft =  0) -  / (£ ,  ft =  0)*) • (5.5.24)
To obtain this expression we have only applied the adiabatic approximation to  the
zero-angle elastic amplitude.
Substituting for <tt and crel+lnel into (5.5.11) we have the adiabatic expression 
for the fusion cross section where we have only explicitly applied the adiabatic 
approximation to direct reaction amplitudes:
aF =  J  d£ !<£«(£)|20f(£) (5.5.25)
<7f (0  =  <?t(0  -  0-el+inel(£) • (5.5.26)
Remembering that £ =  cos 6 we see that the fusion cross section can be w ritten in 
the form of expression (5.5.1).
5.6 Semi-classical calculations
5.6.1 T he turning-point m ethod
Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81] showed how a simple semi-classical model can demon­
strate the orientation dependence of fusion for a deformed nucleus. In this section
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we develop a semi-classical method and see how well we can reproduce the results of 
the coupled channels calculations. We will also investigate the Stokstad and Gross 
prediction for fusion with an aligned target. Similar semi-classical models have 
frequently appeared in the literature [Won 73,Sto 81,Mob 84,Jac 85,Mar 91]. The 
method includes many approximations and should be viewed more as a qualitative 
guide to interpretation than a method for quantitative predictions.
The coordinate system we shall use is shown in figures 5.3.1 and 5.6.1. 2 is the 
incident beam direction, £ is the target deformation symmetry axis, and r is the 
vector between the centres of the two nuclei. The target orientation is defined by
A ^
0, the angle between £ and z, and </>, the azimuthal angle of £ about the z  axis. 
The potential V (r , 0 )  between the two nuclei is a function of the separation r ,  and 
the angle 0  between £ and r.
Figure 5.6.1 The coordinate system used in the semi-classical calculations, r is 
the line joining the centres of the two nuclei, z is the incident beam direction and 
£ is the 165H o  deformation symmetry axis. 0 is the angle between £ and r, which 
changes along the trajectory. At the distance of closest approach 0 = a  (see text).
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We use the adiabatic approximation (equation (5.5.1)) to calculate the fusion 
cross section from the orientation-dependent cross section (t f { 9 ). For each target 
orientation 0, <rp{9) is calculated from the probability of t unneling through the po­
tential barrier V(r, 0 ) . 0  changes in a non-trivial manner along the trajectory, so 
we will consider two approximations to the angle 0  which simplify the calculation.
T h e  tu rn in g  p o in t a p p ro x im a tio n
If we assume fusion is localised near the turning point, then we can set the angle 
0  to its value at the distance of closest approach, 0  =  a  [Mob 84,Jac 85,Mar 91]. 
We simplify the calculation further by calculating the distance of closest approach 
assuming a Coulomb orbit for point charges. The angle a  m ust be calculated 
separately for each 1,9, </> and energy
cos a  =  sin 7 sin 9 cos <j> -f cos 7 cos 9 7 =  ^  7^r — 2 cot- 1( / /7/)) (5.6.1)
where rj is the Sommerfeld parameter. The fusion cross section is calculated using 
the Hill-Wheeler parabolic approximation [Hil 53]:
, , 7T (2 Z +  1 ) N E - V Bl(*)
(Tf \OL) =  -TT7------  o(a) =  —7—7 ~ (5.6.2)v ; k2 (1 +  e2,rb(«)) K } fm{a)  v '
where Vbt(a) and o^(a) are the barrier peak and oscillator frequency (see appendix 
C equation (1 2 )) of the barrier
%2l(l + 1 )
2 /zr5
The ^-dependent cross section &f (9) is obtained by integrating over <j> and summing 
over I:
0 0  r 2n
crF(0) =  B 2 * ) - 1 /  &<l> ^ f (« )  • (5.6.4)
/=o Jo
T h e  eq u iv a len t sp h eres  m e th o d
Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81] use a cruder approximation for 0  which ignores com­
pletely the dependence on / and <f>. They assume th a t the value of 0  for 1 =  0, 
0  =  0, can be used for all partial waves. This is called the equivalent spheres ap­
proximation [Won 73] as it effectively replaces the deformed target by a spherical 
nucleus of radius Rt(9). The equivalent spheres cross section is independent of <f>:
T l n  (2? + 1 )  t /m E - V B,(0)
S (1 + eub‘(ey) ) ~  tm (0)  ^ ^
V(r, a) =  VNC(r , « ) +  ’ . (5.6.3)
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where Vbi(B) and u>i(0) are determined from the the potential barrier
V50-. 6) = VNC(r, 6) +  ? li l \  X) . (5.6.6)
Having calculated (Tf ( 6 )  we can use equation (5.5.1) to calculate the fusion cross 
section. For an unpolarised target the orientation probability density is uniform 
and the cross section is:
af  = f  d# sin 9 <tf(Q) • (5.6.7)Jo
Although the equivalent spheres method and the turning point m ethod give dif­
ferent expressions for ap(9), both methods produce the same unpolarised cross 
section. This is because the separate integrals over 0 and <j> in the turning point 
m ethod can be replaced by a single angular integral (see discussion in [Jac 85]). 
We therefore expect the equivalent spheres and turning point methods to agree on 
the unpolarised cross section but differ on the angular dependence.
Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81] estimated the cross section for an aligned target 
by restricting the 9 integral to angles greater than 62°: .
r90 °  r90°
<7p(aiigned) =  TV-1 /  d# sin BopiO) N =  df ls in#.  (5.6.8)
J 62° J6 2°
Using this method Stokstad and Gross predicted that the aligned cross section 
is up to two orders of magnitude smaller than the unpolarised cross section at 
energies below the barrier. We will comment further on this prediction in section 
5.8.
A more realistic representation of the effect of alignment can be obtained from 
the fusion cross section for particular m-substates of the target. We use the ro ta­
tional model wavefunction [Boh 69]
# ( J , K ,  m ) =  ^ p -  (<Pk K K(0) + ( - 1  )1*k H P L - k (.«)) , (5-6.9)
to  calculate the 6 probability density for substate m  [Mar 91]:
\4>i ,k A 0 )\2 «  \d'm K m 2 +  |<£-*(0)|2 ■ (5.6.10)
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Using equation (5.5.1) we can calculate the semi-classical m -substate fusion cross 
section, with the quantisation axis chosen along the incident beam direction, as
aF(m) = N - 1 [  dO s\n9\<j>I>K%rn(9)\2aF(9) (5.6.11)
Jo
where
N m = [*<18 Sm8\4>,,K,m{e)\2 . (5.6.12)
Jo
The tensor analysing powers T[q8 can be calculated from <j^(m) as described 
in section 5.4.1.
5.6.2 D etails o f th e calculations
The calculations in this section are performed using our code HW (unpub­
lished). The angular integrals are performed using 12-point Gauss-Legendre quadra­
ture. The potentials used are defined in section 5.3, and we shall compare the 
results for the folding potential with the different representations of potential A:
1) V(r,9)  the explicit expression (5.3.6);
2) (m + q+ h) multipole components up to hexadecapole;
3) (m +q) monopole, quadrupole components.
The Coulomb potential includes the quadrupole deformation (see section 5.3.3).
5.6.3 Coulomb barriers and op(0) as a function o f  6
Figure 5.6.2 shows the 1 =  0 Coulomb barriers (or fusion barriers) for 9 =  0°,45° 
and 90° calculated using the V (r, 9) form of potential A. The barrier peak for 9 = 0° 
is about 8 MeV lower and 2 fm further out than the barrier peak for 6 =  90°. We 
would therefore expect the largest contribution to fusion from orientations near 
9 =  0, where the deformation axis points along the beam direction.
The effect of Coulomb deformation can be seen most clearly for r > 13 fm 
where the nuclear potential is small. The Coulomb repulsion is stronger for 9 — 0° 
than for 9 =  90°.
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Figure 5.6.2 The s-wave Coulomb barriers for 6 = 0°,45° and 90° for the V(r,6) 
representation of potential A.
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Figure 5.6.3 The fusion cross section as a function of orientation angle 6 at 
Elab=69 MeV. The calculations use the turning point and equivalent spheres 
methods with the V(r,6) representation of potential A.
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We can see the effect of the orientation angle on the fusion cross section aF(0) at 
69 MeV in figure 5.6.3. The turning point calculation (solid line) shows five orders 
of magnitude difference between the cross section for 6 — 0° and 90°. The dashed 
line shows the same cross section multiplied by sin#. This shows the contribution 
to the integral expression for the unpolarised cross section when the solid angle is 
taken into account.
The dot-dashed line shows crF(0) calculated using the equivalent spheres method. 
The shape of the 6 dependence is different from the turning point calculation, with 
more fusion cross section at 0° and 90°, but less fusion for 25° <  6 < 70°.
5.6.4 Comparison w ith  coupled channels results
In this section we compare the semi-classical calculations with 3-state coupled 
channels calculations from section 5.4. Both sets of calculations use the (m +q+h) 
form of potential A. We also compare the results for the undeformed /?2 =  0 
potential.
The unpolarised cross sections <rF are compared in figure 5.6.4. The agreement 
between the semi-classical and coupled channels is good for the undeformed and for 
the deformed case. The semi-classical method successfully reproduces the fusion 
enhancement effects predicted by the coupled channels method. The turning point 
and equivalent spheres methods produce identical results for the unpolarised cross 
section.
The T(q8 results for the same calculations are shown in figure 5.6.5. The semi- 
classical calculations of T^q8 are significantly larger than the 3-state coupled chan­
nels results at all energies. The equivalent spheres method predicts considerably 
larger values of T*™ than the turning point method.
The semi-classical method reproduces the coupled channels fusion enhancement 
effects but overpredicts the orientation dependence. In sections 5.6.5 and 5.6.6 we 
will use the semi-classical turning point method to  compare different representa­
tions of the potential. The values for T^q8 will probably be overpredicted in each 
case, but the relative magnitudes for the different potentials are of interest.
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Figure 5.6.4 Tlie semi-classical and coupled channels fusion cross sections for
p2 =  0-33 using the m+q+h potential, and for @2 — 0.
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Figure 5.6.5 The semi-classical and coupled channels t £qS for the (m+q+h) po­
tential. The dot-dashed line is the equivalent spheres result.
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5,6.5 Comparing potentia l A  and th e folding p otentia l
In this section we compare the Coulomb barrier and fusion predictions of the 
folding potential with three representations of potential A: V (r,0), (m +q+h) and 
(m +q), defined in section 5.3.2. The Coulomb barriers for all four potentials are 
shown in figure 5.6.6.
Figure 5.6.6 The s-wave Coulomb barriers for 6 = 0°,45° and 90° for the folding 
potential and three representations of potential A.
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The multipole barriers differ significantly from the V(r,6)  barriers. The barrier 
peaks for (m +q) are 2 MeV higher than the peaks for V (r , 0) at 8 = 0° and 90° but 
lower at 6 — 45°. The (m +q+h) barriers are about half way between the (m+q) 
and V (r,0) results.
The folding potential barrier peaks are close to the (m +q+h) peaks at 9 =  0° 
and 45° but nearer to V(r,9)  at 9 =  90°. As we expect more fusion for the low 
barriers, we would expect the fusion results for the (m +q+h) representation of 
potential A to most closely resemble the folding potential results. The folding 
potential barriers fall away very rapidly inside the peak radius.
The semi-classical op calculations for all four potentials are shown in figure
5.6.7. Of the potential A results, V (r,0) gives the most fusion at low energies 
and the least at high energies, and the (m +q) potential gives the least fusion at 
low energies and most at high energies. The folding potential crp is close to the 
(m +q+h) result at low energies, but is larger than  all the potential A results at 
high energies.
The corresponding T ^ 8 predictions are shown in figure 5.6.8. Of the potential 
A descriptions, V(r,6)  produces the largest T/0U* and (m +q) the smallest, with 
(m +q+h) half way between the two. At low energies the folding potential T(q8 
is close to the (m +q+h) result, but as the energy increases the folding potential 
result falls off more rapidly.
The fusion predictions for V (r,0) differ significantly from those of the (m+q) 
and (m +q+h) potential, indicating that the deformed Woods-Saxon potential is 
not particularly well described in terms of an expansion in  spherical harmonics. 
The fusion predictions of the folding potential (which is expressed as a multipole 
expansion up to hexadecapole (see section 5.3.1)) resembles the (m +q+h) results 
at energies below 70 MeV, but differ considerably as the energy is increased.
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Figure 5.6.7 The semi-classical fusion cross sections for the folding potential and
three representations of potential A: V(r,$), (m+q) and (m+q+h).
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Figure 5.6.8 The semi-classicalT^qS for the folding potential and three represen­
tations of potential A: V(r,0), (m+q) and (m+q+h).
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5.6.6 D erivative form factors
The nuclear quadrupole coupling form factor is often approximated by the deriva­
tive of the diagonal potential. This is equivalent to including the second term  in 
the Taylors expansion of the deformed potential:
dV
V d e r i v M )  =  F(r) +  (r)r2O(0 ,0) . (5.6.13)
We will consider this potential for two representations of the diagonal term: using 
the fa  — 0 Woods-Saxon, and using the monopole of potential A. We showed the 
one-channel results for these diagonal potentials in section 5.4.3.
F igure 5.6.9 The s-wave Coulomb barriers for 0 = 0° and 90° for the (m+q) 
potential, and two forms of the derivative form factor.
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Figure 5.6.10 The semi-classical fusion cross sections for the (m+q) potential, 
and two forms of the derivative form factor.
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Figure 5.6.11 The s e m i - c l a s s i c a l f o r  the (m+q) potential, and two forms of 
the derivative form factor.
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Figure 5.6.9 shows the 1 = 0 Coulomb barriers for 6 = 0 °  and 90° for the (m+q) 
potential, and for the two derivative based potentials. At 9 =  0° the monopole 
derivative and (m+q) potentials agree fairly well, but the (32 — 0 derivative po­
tential is about 2 MeV higher. At 90° the /?2 =  0 derivative potential is closer 
to the (m+q) barrier. As the largest contribution to fusion occurs at angles near 
9 = 0°, we expect the monopole derivative potential to be closest to the (m+q) 
fusion predictions.
The semi-classical fusion cross sections are shown in figure 5.6.10. The monopole 
derivative potential is fairly close to  the (m +q) result with the maximum difference 
of about 20 % at low energy. The j32 = 0 crF is up to eight times smaller than 
the (m+q) result. The T2q8 results are shown in figure 5.6.11. The monopole 
derivative T2q8 is within 5% of the (m+q) result at all energies. The /32 = 0 
derivative potential and (m +q) results differ by up to 15%.
We conclude that provided the diagonal potential is taken as the monopole part 
of the deformed potential, the derivative form factor gives reasonable fusion pre­
dictions, within 20% of the multipole result. However the m ethod should be used 
with caution if the diagonal potential is calculated by ignoring the deformation.
5.7 Eigenchannel calculations o f fusion
5.7.1 The eigenchannel m ethod
In this section we investigate the eigenchannel method of Jacobs and Smilansky 
[Jac 85] and repeat their calculations for the fusion of 160  with 165Ho. The results 
are compared with those obtained using the coupled channels m ethod of section
5.4.
The eigenchannel method approximates the coupled channels Hamiltonian so 
that it may be diagonalised (eg. [Lin 84,Das 83a,Jac 85]). The coupled channels 
problem reduces to a set of uncoupled equations tha t can be solved very efficiently. 
The method includes the channel coupling effects but approximates the centrifu­
gal barrier and ignores excitation energies. Lindsay and Rowley [Lin 84] showed 
how the method reproduces the fusion enhancement effects observed in 160  on 
154Sm. Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 85] extended the method to include spin in the 
incident channel. They considered fusion of 160  with an aligned 165Ho target and
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predicted that in an experiment target alignment would change the cross section 
by a maximum of 40%.
The model we shall use includes the first 3 states of the ground state rotational 
band with quadrupole coupling. The coupling m atrix elements are defined using 
the rotational model [Boh 69] (equation (5.4.1)). The quadrupole m atrix elements 
can be written as the product of a coupling m atrix W J and a quadrupole form 
factor F(r)  that includes the Coulomb and nuclear terms:
< M r ) = W ijn ,F {r )  ; (5.7.1)
where J  is the total angular momentum, I  is the target spin, and / is the relative 
angular momentum.
The coupling m atrix W J is diagonalised by the unitary m atrix U ^n (with 
elements TJ^n  = <  J a \J I l  >):
£  <  J a \J I l  > r )  <  JI 'V \Ja ' >= S0t0, \ Ja F{r )  (5.7.2)
Ill'l'
where | J I l  > is the original basis, \Ja  >  is the eigenchannel basis in which the 
quadrupole interaction is diagonal, and are the eigenvalues of W J ^  in the new 
basis. The diagonalisation is performed numerically and the eigenvalues are 
found to be independent of J  (for J  >  / max) [Lin 84,Gom 88].
The nuclear and Coulomb interaction axe diagonal in this basis, but the excita­
tion energies and centrifugal potential are not diagonal (since I  and I are not good 
quantum numbers in the | J a  > basis). The adiabatic and isocentrifugal approxi­
mations axe used to uncouple the equations. The adiabatic approximation assumes 
the excitation energies are zero, and the iso centrifugal approximation assumes the 
centrifugal barrier is the same for all channels tha t interact. The effects of these 
approximations on 3-state coupled channels calculations axe discussed in section
5.4.7, and the implications of the adiabatic approximation are discussed in section
5.5.
Jacobs and Smilansky describe two methods of applying the isocentrifugal ap­
proximation which give similar results: I = J  uses the total angular momentum 
to define the centrifugal potential, and I =  Iq uses the entrance channel relative 
angular momentum. They also describe a correction to the isocentrifugal approxi­
mation which restores the correct barrier height at one radius (R) by an additional
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potential term Au>(R)F(r). In our calculations we use the I =  J  form of the 
approximation without the correction term.
W ith these approximations the N-channel coupled equations reduce to N un­
coupled radial equations:
jd  
d r2 %
-  %  (% (r) +  A 'F (r))  -  ^ ± 1 2  + « i( r )  =  0 (5.7.3)
where Vo(r) is the central potential and k is the asymptotic wave number. These 
equations can be solved by integration using the Numerov method, but instead 
we follow Jacobs and Smilansky and calculate the transmission amplitudes for the 
barrier in each eigenchannel using semi-classical techniques.
In section 5.6 we used the Hill-Wheeler parabolic approximation [Hil 53] to 
calculate the transmission probability (P  =  |T |2). In this case we require the 
transmission amplitude , with the correct phase. Jacobs and Smilansky use the 
uniform WKB approximation below the barrier top and the Hill-Wheeler quadratic 
above, but they are not specific about these methods. We calculate the transmis­
sion amplitudes using the method of Brink and Smilansky [Bri 83b,Bri 85] (see 
Appendix C):
Ta =  (27r)1/2r ( |  +  ifi) exp(-|7r/? -  i(/?ln |/?| -  /?)) . (5.7.4)
We shall assume the parabolic approximation can be used a t energies above and 
below the barrier:
V(x) = Vb ~  \mu>2x 2 and therefore /? =  (Vjg — E)/%u) . (5.7.5)
The transmission amplitudes in the original | J i7  >  basis are obtained by the 
transformation
< JIl\T \JI 'V  >=  £  <  J I l \J a  > < J a \ J I ' r  > . (5.7.6)
a
Jacobs and Smilansky calculate the observables using the tensor components 
of the fusion cross section. These are defined as
A A /  A
' l t  =  p  £  ( - l ) /“+J(2J +  exp(t(<r/o -  <r,-))
Ji l lol' o
*0 K  Iq \ I J  Iq Iq I f—j  rpj* /(' *7 r?\
0 0 0 ) K  Io lo ( i5-7-7)
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where l0 and V0 are the relative angular momenta of two incident channels that 
couple to  the same outgoing I. The &K observables are related to  the observables 
used in this thesis by:
CTp(unpolarised) =  (To =  (TKf 0o . (5.7.8)
5.7.2 D etails o f the calculations
The eigenchannel calculations were performed using the program  DIAG (unpub­
lished). As we are trying to reproduce the results of Jacobs and Smilansky 
[Jac 85], we follow their method closely. We include 3-states in the calculation, 
with quadrupole coupling and use the deformation param eter /?2 =  0.3.
Jacobs and Smilansky do not specify the parameters of their potentials, but 
refer to the proximity potential and quadrupole form factor of Broglia and Winther 
[Bro 81] (with f32 =  0.3). Broglia and W inther describe a parameterisation of the 
proximity potential which has an exponential form:
V(r,$)  =  V;(l -  B 2 P2(cos 0)) exp {—(r -  R(0))/a}  , (5.7.9)
where Vs and B 2 are parameterised according to the nuclear, masses and defor­
mation, and R(0) is the sum of the projectile radius and the deformed target 
radius (see [Bro 81] page 227). We use the projection method (equation (5.3.9) to 
calculate the monopole and quadrupole components of this potential.
Figure 5.7.1 shows the Coulomb barriers for the proximity potential F (r,0 )  
(solid line) at 0 =  0° and 90°. The dashed lines are the barriers calculated using the 
monopole and quadrupole components of this potential. For 0 =  90° the multipole 
expansion does not produce a barrier and therefore gives no contribution to fusion. 
This appears alarming but is perhaps not significant as the m ajor contribution to 
fusion will be near 0 =  0°.
Broglia and W inther state that the exponential form of the proximity potential 
(5.7.9) is not correct for short radii (r <  10.6 fm in this example, see [Bro 81] 
page 232). It is therefore not appropriate for fusion calculations. Despite these 
reservations it has been used to calculate fusion of 23Na on 208Pb [Mar 91]. We are 
not sure if Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 85] use the exponential form of the proximity 
potential, or a Woods-Saxon parameterisation.
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Figure 5.7.1 Tlie s-wave Coulomb barriers for 0 = 0° and 90° for the Broglia and 
Wintber proximity potential, and for the monopole+ quadrupole representation of 
the same potential.
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Figure 5.7.2 The A = 0,2,4 multipoles of the folding potential and the deformed 
Woods-Saxon potential B in the region of the Coulomb barrier.
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In our calculations we use a deformed Woods-Saxon potential (5.3.6) which 
resembles the proximity potential. The parameters are:
Potential B
Vo =  60.93 MeV, r 0 =  1.198 fm a =  0.63 fm f t  =  0.30 . (5.7.10)
This corresponds to A R  =  0.29 fm in the Broglia and W inther parameterisation 
of the folding potential [Chr 76,Bro 81,Tig 90]. In figure 5.7.2 we compare the 
multipole form factors for potential B with the folding potential of section 5.3.1. 
The components of potential B are larger than the folding potential terms in the 
surface region. We therefore do not expect the fusion results for potential B to be 
close to those of the folding potential or potential A.
5.7.3 Com parison w ith  coupled channels results
We have repeated the 3-state coupled channels calculations of section 5.4 using the 
(m +q) representation of potential B. These are compared to  3-state eigenchannel 
calculations for the same potential in figures 5.7.3 and 5.7.4.
The fusion cross sections for /?2 =  0 and (32 =  0.3 are shown in figure 5.7.3. 
There is good agreement between the coupled channels (FRESCO) and eigenchannel 
(DIAG) cross sections. The coupled channels and eigenchannel values of T ^ 8, 
shown in figure 5.7.4, agree well, except for a 10 % difference at 67 MeV.
As we showed in section 5.4.7, the adiabatic and isocentrifugal approximations 
have a small effect on the fusion observables. The fusion predictions of the eigen­
channel method are in good agreement with the results of the coupled channels 
method for quadrupole coupling.
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Figure 5.7.3 The eigenchannel (diag) and coupled channels (Fresco) fusion cross 
sections for (32 = 0.30 and (32 = 0.
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Figure 5.7.4 The eigenchannel and coupled channels for the (m+q) potential.
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5.7.4 Comparison w ith  Jacobs and Sm ilansky
In this section we compare the fusion predictions of the eigenchannel calculations, 
using the (m +q) representation of potential B, with the results of Jacobs and 
Smilansky [Jac 85]. The Jacobs and Smilansky results were taken from the figures 
in their paper and may be subject to reading errors of a few percent.
The fusion cross sections for f t  =  0 and f t  =  0.3 are shown in figure 5.7.5. Our 
eigenchannel calculations produce larger fusion cross sections than the Jacobs and 
Smilansky results by up to 10 % at low energies. This discrepancy is probably due 
to differences in the definitions of the potentials.
Figure 5.7.6 shows the tensor analysing power T/q* (or <r2/<Jo)* The results of 
two calculations from the Jacobs and Smilansky paper [Jac 85] are shown. The 
Jacobs A result uses the I — J  form of the isocentrifugal approximation. The 
Jacobs C result uses a correction term  for the isocentrifugal approximation. The 
correction reduces T^q8 by 30 % at the lower energies. In sections 5.4.7 and 5.7.4 we 
showed that the isocentrifugal approximation increases the coupled channels T(q8 
by only a few percent at low energies. This suggests that the Jacobs and Smilansky 
correction term  overpredicts the effect of the isocentrifugal approximation.
The solid line in figure 5.7.6 is T(q8 calculated by our eigenchannel method 
using the isocentrifugal approximation I = J .  It is similar to the Jacobs A result, 
although about 10% smaller at low energies.
We have not been able to reproduce the Jacobs and Smilansky fusion predic­
tions accurately. The disagreement is probably due to uncertainty in the definitions 
of the potentials.
The predictions made by Jacobs and Smilansky for an experiment with an 
aligned target axe based on the Jacobs C result, which uses a correction to the 
isocentrifugal approximation. There is good reason to believe tha t, by using this 
correction term, they have underpredicted the effect of orientation fusion. In the 
next section we will describe our predictions for an experiment.
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Figure 5.7.5 Our eigenchannel fusion cross section for potential B compared to 
the Jacobs and Smilansky results [Jac 85]. Results are shown for A  =  0 and
A = 0.3.
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Figure 5.7.6 Our eigenchannel T/o** o^r potential B compared to the Jacobs and 
Smilansky 02 /cro results [Jac 85]. Our method and the Jacobs A result use the 
isocentrifugal approximation. Jacobs C includes a correction term.
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5.8 Predictions for an experim ent
5.8.1 A lignm ent o f 165Ho target
165Ho has one of the largest hyperfine interactions of any nuclei [Max 66] and, 
by cooling a single crystal of the metal in an external magnetic field, alignments 
of up to 80 % of the maximum can be achieved [Pot 86]. It is one of very few 
heavy nuclei suitable for use as an aligned target (another example is 141 Pr). The 
magnetic moment of 165Ho is 4 . 2 and the internal magnetic field due to the 
hyperfine interaction is B = 728 T [Sin 91].
Aligned 165Ho targets have been used in (n,n) [Max 66], (p,p) [Fis 71], (a , a ) 
[Par 72] and (7r,7r) [Fis 77] scattering experiments. A typical example of the ori­
entation effect observed is a 10 % change in cross section [Par 72].
We can calculate the population of ra-substates, with the quantisation axis 
along the effective field direction, from the Boltzmann distribution [Fis 67]
=  exp( - E  /k BT) =  B ^ n
where T  is the temperature and ks  is the Boltzmann constant. The density m atrix 
can be written:
'mm'  —  '-’mm P(rn) . (5.8.2)
The density m atrix for other choices of the quantisation axis are obtained by 
rotations. For example, with the quantisation axis perpendicular to the effective 
field direction the density matrix is
Pmm> =  5^^mm»(7r/2) P (m  ) d^umi(7T/2) . (5.8.3)
m"
The target alignment can also be expressed in terms of the spherical tensors [Sat 83] 
tkq — \j2k  +  1 <  Iofnkq\I0m ' >  pmm/ . (5.8.4)
mm1
These axe related to the statistical tensor B kq used by Jacobs and Smilansky 
[Jac 85] by B kq =  ( -1  )qtkq .
Parks et a!. [Par 72] obtained a maximum polarisation of t 2o ~  —0.6 corre­
sponding to the quantisation axis perpendicular to the effective field at tem perature
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T  =  260mK. There have been many improvements in low tem perature alignment 
techniques since this experiment and greater alignment effects should be possible 
using the Daresbury dilution refrigerator [Wal 91,Gre 87].
We will consider three experimental alignments :
1. T=260mK with the alignment axis perpendicular to the beam direction 
[Par 72]: <20 =  —0.530, <40 =  0.097, *60 =  —0.006.
2. T=100mK with the alignment axis perpendicular to  the beam direction 
[Wal 91]: *20 =  -0.736, *40 =  0.265, t 60 =  -0.042.
3. T=100mK with the alignment axis in the beam direction 
[Wal 91]: *20 =  1-472, t40 = 0.706, *60 =  0.135.
The fusion cross section for a particular alignment can be calculated either from 
the m -substate fusion cross sections, or from the tensor analysing powers. We saw 
in chapter 4 that when only one of the nuclei has spin the fusion cross section is 
only dependent on the diagonal elements of the density m atrix with respect to the 
beam direction. We can therefore write the aligned cross section as
CT p  (aligned) =  E  P m m aF{m ).  (5.8.5)
m
In terms of the spherical tensors the aligned cross section is
(7p (aligned) =  <7p ( unpolarised) [1  -j- E  i to T ti’)-  (5-8.6)
k=2 ,4 ,6
5.8.2 Predictions o f fusion for an aligned target
As there is ambiguity as to the correct potential we are unable to present a single 
prediction for the effect of orientation on fusion. We will consider four calculations 
taken from sections 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7:
(a) A three state FRESCO coupled channels calculation (described in section 5.4)
using the monopole and quadrupole (m +q) components of potential A.
(b ) A three state FRESCO coupled channels calculation using the monopole,
quadrupole and hexadecapole (m +q+h) components of potential A.
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(c) A semi-classical calculation using the turning point method (described in sec­
tion 5.6) with the monopole, quadrupole and hexadecapole (m-f-q+h) com­
ponents of potential A.
(d ) A three state eigenchannel calculation (described in section 5.7) using the
monopole and quadrupole components of potential B.
The coupled channels calculations (a,b) are the most complete predictions of the 
thesis. Calculations are presented for the (m-fq) and (m +q-fh) potentials as it is 
not clear whether the hexadecapole term should be included in the calculations 
(see discussion in section 5.3.1). The semi-classical calculation (c) is included to 
compare with the predictions of Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81], and the eigenchannel 
calculation (d) is included to compare with Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 85].
Figure 5.8.1 t (qS for 160  +  165Ho. Results of the four calculations (a,b,c,d), 
listed in section 5.8.2.
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The tensor analysing powers T^q8 are shown for each calculation in figure 5.8.1. 
This demonstrates the relative size of the orientation effects we expect in  an exper­
iment. Comparing the two FRESCO calculations, (a) and (b), we see th a t including 
the hexadecapole term  increases T^q8 by about 20% at low energies. The largest 
values of T(q8 are predicted by the semi-classical calculation (c) and the smallest 
values are the eigenchannel results (d). It must be remembered tha t the eigen­
channel calculation (d) uses potential B, which has a larger radius and smaller 
deformation than potential A which is used in (a,b,c).
The predictions of the fusion cross sections for each calculation is shown in 
figures 5.8.2 to 5.8.5. In each figure the cross sections for the three experimen­
tal alignments are compared to the unpolarised cross section. The results for a 
particular energy are shown in table 5.8.1.
Table 5.8.1 Fusion cross sections predictions for 160  + 165Ho. The results of each calcu­
lation (a,b,c,d) are shown for a unpolarised target, and for experimental alignments (1,2,3) 
described in section 5.8.1. The results for (a,b,c) are shown at 69 MeV, and (d) is shown 
at 67 MeV.
Calc. Blab
(MeV)
<7(unpol.)
(mb)
< 7 (1 )
(mb)
<t( 2 )
(mb)
< 7 (3 )
(mb)
(a) 69 8.28 4.63 3.27 18.34
(b) 69 10.99 4.88 2.81 30.20
W 69 11.17 5.44 2.81 40.23
(d) 67 6.22 3.52 2.59 13.42
The coupled channels results (a) for the (m-fq) potential are shown in figure 
5.8.2. At 69 MeV experimental alignment (3) enhances ap  by 120 % compared to 
the unpolarised cross section. Alignment (1) decreases the fusion cross section by 
44 %.
The (m-fq-fh) coupled channels results (b), shown in figure 5.8.3, indicate 
greater alignment effects. At 69 MeV the enhancement due to alignment (3) is 
175%, and alignment (1) reduces the cross section by 56%.
The semi-classical results (c) are shown in figure 5.8.4. The unpolarised cross 
section is similar to the coupled channels results but orientation effects are much 
larger. At 69 MeV alignment (3) gives a 260% increase in fusion.
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Figure 5.8.2 The predictions for calculation (a), the coupled channels calculation 
using the monopole and quadrupole of potential A, for the three experimental 
alignments. The solid line is the unpolarised result.
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Figure 5.8.3 The predictions for calculation (b), the coupled channels calculation 
using the monopole, quadrupole and hexadecapole components of potential A, for 
the three experimental alignments. The solid line is the unpolarised result.
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Figure 5.8.4 The predictions for calculation (c), the semi-classical calculation 
using the monopole, quadrupole and hexadecapole of potential A, for the three 
experimental alignments. The solid line is the unpolarised result. The long-dashed 
line is the aligned result using the constrained integral method of Stokstad and 
Gross.
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Figure 5.8.5 The predictions for calculation (d), the eigenchannel calculation 
using the monopole and quadrupole of potential B, for the three experimental 
alignments. The solid line is the unpolarised result.
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The long-dashed line in figure 5.8.4 shows the prediction for an aligned target 
using the Stokstad and Gross method of describing the alignment. They constrain 
the target orientation to angles between 62° <  0 <  90° (equation (5.6.8)). At 69 
MeV this method predicts a fusion cross section of 0.19 mb, which is less than 
1 /50th of the unpolarised cross section. The Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81] predic­
tion of two orders of magnitude difference between the unpolarised and aligned 
cross section is overestimated, largely because of this poor description of target 
alignment.
The results of the eigenchannel calculations (d) are shown in figure 5.8.5. At 
67 MeV the fusion cross section increases by 116% for alignment (3) compared to 
the unpolarised result. For alignment (1) the cross section reduces by 43%.
The differences between the results of calculations (a) and (d) are mainly due 
of the different potentials used. Calculations (a) are based on the folding model 
description with /?2 =  0.33, whereas calculation (d) are based on the proximity 
potential with /?2 =  0.30. In section 5.7.3 we showed that the coupled channels 
and eigenchannels calculations give very similar results when the same potential is 
used for both.
Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 85] predicted that the maximum effect of align­
ment in an experiment would be a 40% decrease from the unpolarised fusion cross 
section of 0.01 mb at E l a b =  02.5 MeV. They assumed the experimental align­
ment was <20 =  —0.6, similar to alignment (1). In our eigenchannel calculation 
for E l a b =  07 MeV, alignment (1) reduces the unpolarised cross section of 6.22 
mb by 44%. Although the percentages are similar, the greater magnitudes of the 
cross sections mean that our predictions are far easier to verify experimentally. As 
we discussed in section 5.7.4, Jacobs and Smilansky may have underpredicted the 
effect of alignment by using a poor correction to the isocentrifugal approximation.
In the proposed experiment, cross sections of 5 mb could be measured to 10% 
accuracy in 1.4 hours [Wal 91]. If measurements are taken for unpolarised and 
polarised targets, the effects predicted by all our calculations should easily be 
detectable. Measurements of T^q8 for a range of energies would possibly remove 
some of the ambiguity over the description of the potentials.
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5.9 Conclusions
We have studied methods of calculating fusion of deformed heavy ions using the 
reaction of 160  with aligned 165Ho as an example. In this brief section we itemise 
the main conclusions of this chapter.
• Coupled channels calculations show significant enhancement of fusion at en­
ergies near the Coulomb barrier due to deformation and coupling.
• The fusion cross section and in particular the tensor analysing power T^q8 
are very sensitive to the small changes in the nuclear potential in the region 
of the Coulomb barrier.
• The deformed Woods-Saxon form factor, with a quadrupole deformed radius, 
has a significant hexadecapole component. This hexadecapole term  enhances 
the effect of coupling on fusion.
• The adiabatic approximation and iso centrifugal approximation only slightly 
change the coupled channels predictions.
• A semi-classical description can reproduce the unpolarised fusion cross sec­
tion of the coupled channels calculations but overpredicts the orientation 
dependence.
• Eigenchannel calculations can reproduce the coupled channels fusion cross 
section and T*™ when quadrupole coupling is included.
• We have shown how Stokstad and Gross overpredict the effect of alignment 
on fusion, and how Jacobs and Smilansky may have underpredicted the effect.
• We predict that in an experiment, aligning the target will change an unpo­
larised cross section of order 10 mb by between 40% and 175%, depending 
on the experimental conditions.
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C hapter 6 
Sum m ary and suggestions for 
further work
The conclusions of the work in this thesis have been discussed within the relevant 
chapters. This short chapter reviews the main findings of the thesis, and makes 
suggestions for further work.
The aim of the thesis, stated in c h a p te r  1, is to  gain a  better understanding of 
how coupling between reaction channels affects fusion of heavy-ions. We saw how 
the BPM model, which ignores couplings, underpredicts the fusion cross section, 
and how deformation can enhance the fusion cross section.
In c h a p te r  2 we searched for a one-channel effective optical potential that 
reproduces the elastic scattering and fusion predictions of coupled channels cal­
culations for 160  +  208Pb. The fusion component of the optical potential, which 
reproduces the coupled channels fusion spin distribution, is energy-dependent and 
/-dependent. The dependence is strongest at energies near the Coulomb barrier. 
The radial distribution of fusion in the one-channel description extends under the 
Coulomb barrier. The long-range contribution is attribu ted  to multistep processes 
leading to fusion, which are ignored in the BPM model.
In c h a p te r  3 we implemented the piecewise method to allow the coupled chan­
nels calculations to include the effects of long range Coulomb excitation. The 
piecewise method is considerably faster than the Numerov m ethod at large radii, 
and has the advantage over the Alder-Pauli methods in tha t it includes multistep 
contributions. The inclusion of long range coupling improves the inelastic cross 
sections, particularly at forward angles, but has a negligible effect on fusion.
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In c h a p te r  4 the fusion cross section has been derived for the case when both 
the target and projectile are polarised. In this general case the fusion cross section 
cannot be expressed in terms of fusion cross sections for particular m-substates. 
The cross section can be written in terms of new tensor observables.
In c h a p te r  5 we studied fusion of 160  with an aligned 165Ho target. Using 
the coupled channels method we have shown how excitation within the target 
ground state rotational band, and reorientation, enhance the fusion cross section 
and introduce an orientation dependence to the fusion cross section. The adiabatic 
and isocentrifugal approximation have been tested, and found to have a small effect 
on the fusion observables. The results are very sensitive to the method of defining 
the deformed potentials.
A semi-classical model has been developed which reproduces the coupled chan­
nels unpolaiised cross section, but overpredicts the orientation dependence. The 
method has been compared to that of Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81].
Following the method of Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 85], we have performed 
eigenchannels calculations including quadrupole coupling. The fusion predictions 
are in agreement with the coupled channels calculations, but differ from the Jacobs 
and Smilansky result, probably because of different definitions for the potentials.
We have presented predictions for the effect of target alignment on fusion we 
would expect to observe in an experiment. Our estimate is smaller than that of 
Stokstad and Gross [Sto 81], who use a simplistic model for the aligned target, and 
larger than  the estimate of Jacobs and Smilansky [Jac 85] who have apparently 
overcorrected for the effects of the isocentrifugal approximation.
For fu r th e r  w ork  we suggest extending the 160  + 165Ho calculations of chapter 
5. The ambiguity over the potential should be addressed, either by comparison 
with experiment, or by recalculating the folding potential using the Hartree-Fock 
densities. By avoiding the use of deformed Woods-Saxon form factors we may be 
able to remove the ambiguity over the hexadecapole component. The effects of 
including excitation of the projectile should also be considered.
The effect of target alignment on transfer reactions could be a useful method 
of investigating the structure of the target, and our analysis of 160 + 165Ho should
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provide a useful starting point. Preliminary calculations for proton stripping have 
been attem pted using the source-term method [Sat 83], but the initial results show 
the transfer cross section is very small.
It would be interesting to use the methods developed in chapter 5 to consider 
fusion of a polarised 23Na beam with an aligned165Ho target. This would allow us to  
investigate the polarisation tensor observables defined in chapter 4. Including the 
projectile excited states will increase the complexity of the calculation, so perhaps 
the initial calculations should be performed using the eigenchannel method with 
quadrupole coupling. It is also im portant to test our methods on fusion reactions 
for which experimental data exists, for example 23N a+206Pb or 160 + 154Sm.
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A ppendix A
C R C W FN  - coupled Coulom b  
w avefunctions
This appendix includes a description of the input and a test run output for the 
coupled Coulomb wavefunction subroutine CRCWFN [Chr 92a]. Details of the 
piecewise method used in this subroutine are given in chapter 3.
D escription o f Input
The calling sequence is:
CALL CRCW FN  (N CH , AK2, KM AX, COUPL, RIN, RO U T, A CCRCY ,
V, FCC, GCC, M CH, MAXV, CORREC, DERIV, CFG, SW ITCH )
The variables have the following type and meaning:
N CH (integer) Number of channels used.
AK2(MCH) (real*8 array) Asymptotic wave number squared k^  for each chan­
nel. The subroutine will work for k^  < 0 provided CFG is FALSE.
KM AX (integer) Maximum inverse power of r in expansion of potential.
COUPL(MCH,MCH,KMAX) (real*8 array) Magnitude of coupling potential 
for each multipolarity (see below).
RIN(2) (real*8) RIN(1)= jK,„ is the radius at which the solutions are calcu­
lated. If DERIV is FALSE the solutions are also calculated at RIN(2).
RO U T (real*8) Outer radius at which integration is started.
ACCRCY (real*8) Tolerance (typically 0.01).
V(MAXV) (real*8 array) Large work array.
FCC(MCH,MCH,2) (real*8 array) This array, along with GCC, contains the 
solution vectors:
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— On input FCC(m,n,l) is the rath element of the nth solution vector at R o u t-  
It is normally set to: FCC(m,n,l)= 6mn ?7m). FCC(m,n,2) is the 
derivative;
— On output FCC(m,n,l) is the rath element of the nth solution vector at Rin: 
If DERIV is TRUE then FCC(m,n,2) is the derivative. If DERIV is FALSE 
then FCC(m,n,2) is the solution at RIN(2).
GCC(MCH,MCH,2) (real*8 array) As for FCC for Coulomb functions (•?/.
M CH (integer) Maximum number of channels.
MAXV (integer) Size of work array V. MAXV= 1000000 is suitable for most 
examples. The subroutine will print an error message to stream 6 if this parameter 
is too small.
CORREC (logical) If TRUE then perform correction integrals for coupling.
DERIV (logical) If TRUE then on output give the coupled Coulomb wavefunc- 
tions and derivatives at RIN(l). If FALSE then give coupled Coulomb wavefunctions 
evaluated at RIN(l) and RIN(2).
CFG (logical) If TRUE call COULFG [Bar 82] internally to calculate uncou­
pled Coulomb wavefunctions at ROUT (see below).
SW ITCH (real*8) Radius to change from linear approximations to constant 
approximations (with sines and cosines as reference solutions).
tfiICRCWFN must be call^ separately for each total angular momentum and parity. 
The potentials must be real and expressed in inverse powers of r. The array of 
coefficients COUPL must be assigned so the potential between channels m  and n  
is
-  % * - < - >  • <a .i )Jfc=l r 11
For example the Coulomb monopole and centrifugal barrier should be entered as
COUPL(ra,7i,l) =  Smn 2rjmkm
COUPL(m, n, 2) =  Smn lm(lm +  1) (A.2)
where rjm, km and lm are the Sommerfeld parameter, asymptotic wavenumber and 
orbital angular momentum for channel m .
If the flag CFG = TRUE the subroutine will calculate the uncoupled Coulomb 
wavefunctions at R out and construct the arrays FCC and GCC. The Coulomb wave­
functions are evaluated using COULFG [Bar 82] with the values of 7}m and lm ex­
tracted from the array elements of COUPL. This facility is very inefficient in a  full
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coupled channels calculation since COULFG has to be called separately for each 
total angular momentum. It is far more efficient to calculate the Coulomb func­
tions in the calling program, and construct the matrices FCC and GCC with CFG 
= FALSE.
Test Run
The test rim example is for 160 - f58Ni with incident energy E l a b  =  50 MeV with 
total angular momentum J  =  20ft and positive parity. The 2+ state of 58Ni at 2.15 
MeV is included which gives four channels for each parity.
The coupling m atrix elements have been calculated using the rotational model 
with quadrupole deformation parameter =  0.15 [Tho 88]. The test run output 
is produced using the test program supplied with the code [Chr 92a].
The output includes the input information and three sets of solutions evaluated 
at Rin =  25 fm:
1. The uncoupled Coulomb functions evaluated at Rin using COULFG.
2. The uncoupled Coulomb functions at Rin calculated by integrating uncoupled 
Coulomb functions inwards from R out =  200 fm using CRCWFN with no 
coupling.
3. The coupled Coulomb wavefunctions at R{n integrated in from R ^ t  =  200 
fm using CRCWFN.
Comparing (1) and (2) indicates the accuracy of the method in the uncoupled 
case. Comparing (1) and (3) shows the effect of Coulomb excitation in the region 
E i n  — T — R o u t •
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Test Run Output
TEST RUN OUTPUT: CRCWFN
r i n ( l ) = 25 .00  fm r in ( 2 )=  25. 50 fm ro u t* 200 .00  fm
accrcy * 0.001 sw itch*  1000 .0  fm maxv* 100000
nch= 4 mch= 4 kmax= 4
c o rre c * T d e riv *  T cfg* T
Channel L (hbar) E ta k**2
1 20 19.95000 23.50000
2 18 20.33000 22.64000
3 20 20.33000 22.64000
4 22 20.33000 22.64000
COUPL ARRAY: 
M u lt ip o la r i ty
oII 1 .1 3
coupK  1 ,1 ,1 0  = 193.422 420.000 0 .0 0 0 0 .000
c o u p l(2 ,2 ,k )  = 193.466 342.000 0 .0 0 0 0 .000
c o u p l(3 ,3 ,k )= 193.466 420.000 0 .0 0 0 0 .000
c o u p l(4 ,4 ,k )= 193.466 506.000 0 .0 0 0 0 .000
A ll  o f f -d ia g o n a l  elem ents ze ro
(1 ) s ta n d a rd  Coulomb fu n c t io n s  e v a lu a te d  a t  R in
c h i
ch2
ch3
ch4
0.4309886
1.1037517
0.2587391
-0.9422517
d F /d r
-4 .0062192
0.7277381
4.1210217
2.3193083
-1 .0305832
0.1938691
1.0928862
0.6161566
dG /dr
-1 .6681128
-4 .1830650
-0 .9830095
3.5331259
(2 ) Coulomb w avefunctions in te g r a te d  in  from  Rout w ith  no c o u p lin g
c h i
ch2
ch3
ch4
0.4309893
1.1037543
0.2587400
-0.9422556
-4.0062213
0.7277394
4.1210098
2.3193076
-1.0305829
0.1938684
1.0928893
0.6161572
-1 .6681079
-4 .1830559
-0 .9830087
3.5331109
A ll o f f -d ia g o n a l  e lem ents ze ro
COUPL ARRAY:
M u lt ip o la r i ty on 1 2 3
c o u p l ( l , l , k ) = 193.422 420.000 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l( l ,2 ,k )= s 0 .000 0 .000 1755.000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l( l ,3 ,k ) = 0 .000 0 .000 -1471 .000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l ( i ,4 ,k ) = 0 .000 0 .000 1842.000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l ( 2 , l ,k ) = 0 .000 0 .000 1755.000 0 .000
c o u p l(2 ,2 ,k )= 193.466 342.000 -725 .200 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(2 ,3 ,k )= 0 .000 0 .000 1009.000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(2 ,4 ,k )= 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l ( 3 , l ,k ) = 0 .000 0 .000 -1471 .000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(3 ,2 ,k )= 0 .000 0 .000 1009.000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(3 ,3 ,k )= 193.466 420.000 780.000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(3 ,4 ,k )= 0 .000 0 .000 915.600 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l ( 4 , i ,k ) = 0 .000 0 .000 1842.000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(4 ,2 ,k )= 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(4 ,3 ,k )= 0 .000 0 .000 915.600 0 .0 0 0
c o u p l(4 ,4 ,k )= 193.466 506.000 -840 .400 0 .0 0 0
(3 ) coup led  Coulomb w avefunctions in te g r a te d  in  from  Rout
c h an n e l 1
0.4400292 
-0 .0995963 
0.0780784 
-0 .0899193 
ch an n el 2
0.0939876 
1.0791236 
0.0199875 
-0 .0086101 
ch an n e l 3
-0 .0636895 
0.0895621 
0.3421038 
0.0824131 
c h an n el 4
-0 .0457349
0.0098792
0.0440502
-0.9774891
-3.9318441
0.1510136
-0.1385298
0.1874776
-0.1985389
0.9847477
-0.3387672
-0.0282005
-0.2058291
-0.0694513
3.9882566
■0.0464794
0.3498873
0.0071870
0.2558744
2.0327657
-1.0102250
0.0355063
-0.0328094
0.0453236
-0.0496467
0.2608582
-0.0891717
-0.0078945
-0.0567675
-0.0157061
1.0595084
-0.0101457
0.0919090
0.0021551
0.0688819
0.5390461
-1.7060747
0.3851530
-0.3009696
0.3456246
-0.3490727
-4.0966443
-0.0654668
0.0325675
0.2455941
-0.3372511
-1.2935918
-0.3082081
0.1612075 
■0.0366804 
•0.1736349 
3 .6737999
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A ppendix B
Shielded Coulomb potentia l
In this appendix we present a treatment of the shielded Coulomb potential, which 
we use in chapter 4.
We shall consider a two channel problem 
d2 lotto +  1) y \  j  v  J
 ^2 Voo I u i0o — VoiUh l
j2 h (h  +  1) y \  J v  J
+  hi   Vu  w/ i i  =  Vioui0i (B .l)^ *1------~2------ '11J “hi ~  '10“IbO
with a sharp cut-off screening potential such that
Vij(r) =  0 for r > R  . (B*2)
R  is sufficiently large such that at a radius d, where d <C R, all the coupling is
negligible and only the Coulomb monopole interaction is non-negligible
Voi(r) =  Vio(r) =  0 r  >  d 
Voo (r) = Vc°{r) d < r < R
Vn (r) = V?(r) d < r < R .  (B.3)
We specify 0 as the incident channel so for r > R  we require the solution to satisfy
< o , ,„o =  h g \ k o ,  r) +  3& ,, ,o0 h % \ k 0, r)
K i  ; loO il0o 4 2,(fci ’r ) • (B-4)
where ^ ^ ( k r )  and h\2\ k r )  are ingoing and outgoing free solutions.
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In the region d < r  < R  we can define two linearly independent solutions 
I  , ho =  HH]( K  r)  +  S i o , ,0„ H ^ (k o ,  r)
\  u l l l ; loO = Shl;I< ,oH h\ki,r)
(b) /  < 1  ,fci =  H g \ k u r) + S£ , ;ill
where the un-barred 5^,-. t j  are elements of the ‘nuclear ^ -m atrix ’ w ith no depen­
dence on R.
The solution for d <  r <  R  corresponding to incident channel 0 is a linear combi­
nation of the two solutions (a) and (b):
^ 0 ;J„0 j = a  I  «/jO;/o0 } +  £  /  ^ 1,1 ] { o i  d  <  T <  R  . (B.6)
u hl - , l 00 J  \ u hl;loO J  \ Uh l ; h l  J
By matching the solutions at r = R  we can find a , /? and the relationship between 
S  and S. For Z; <C k;R  we can use the asymptotic forms of the solutions
h,(1) =*»
h{2) =  e*'(fc<fl-W2)I*
j j i 1) _  e-i(kiR-liir/2-Tjilog2kiR+<ri.(ki)) 
j j ( 2) — ei{kiR-liir/2-r)i\og2kiR+<ri.(ki)) ^
Substituting (B.7) into equations (B.4,B.5,B.6), and comparing the logarithmic 
derivative at r = R  (and ignoring terms of order rji/(kiR) ) it can be shown that 
for U <C k{R
a = e+i(-noi°s2koR+<TlQ(k0)) ? p  =  o
and
CJ  _  _2*(<r(0 (fc0 ) + A 0 ) q J  
IqO ; / 0 0  °  ^ / 0 0 ; / 0 0
K i ,1,0 =  e'K^J+^f^f+Ao+A.) S J^ ^  . (B.9)
The effect of the screening potential is contained in the screening phase shift A,- 
which is independent of I:
A,• =  —r]i\og2 kiR  . (B.10)
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A ppendix  C
Sem i-classical barrier 
transm ission am plitude
In the eigenchannel calculations described in chapter 5.7, we require the transmis­
sion amplitudes for a potential barrier. We use the path integral m ethod of Brink 
and Smilansky [Bri 83b,Bri 85] which includes contributions from multiple reflec­
tions. Brink and Smilansky derive the expression for the amplitude (equation 7.68 
in [Bri 85]) for energies below the barrier peak E  < Vb and sta te  th a t it can be 
used above and below the barrier. However the expression includes a In (3 term  and 
it is not immediately obvious how this should be determined for E  > Vg (when 
P < 0). In this appendix we follow the derivation of the transmission coefficient 
given in [Bri 83b,Bri 85] considering the case of E  > Vb explicitly.
A uniform approximation is used in solving the path  integral for the propagator.
The action functional W =  ET -f S (where E is the energy, S is the action, and
T  is the time interval) is approximated by an analytic function with the same 
stationary points. A primitive saddle point calculation [Bri 83b] shows th a t W  has 
a line of complex stationary points which intersects the real axis at Wo,
w<") = W0 + (2n + 1 )i%K for E  < V B (C .l)
W (n) = W0 + 2 nihK for E  > VB (C.2)
where n is an integer and k is the action integral
K = t  [(2 m /h 2)(V {x) -  £ )]  ’ da;. (C.3)
The limits a and b are the classical turning points to the left and right of the 
barrier (and complex turning points when E  > Vb ).
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The mapping
W  = (<£ +  A)% with 4>(y,(3) =  exp( - y )  -  j3y (C.4)
gives stationary points at
y ^  =  — log \P\ — (2n  +  l)z7r for P > 0 (C.5)
= — log \P\ — 2m*7r for /? <  0 . (C.6)
At the stationary points (f> is given by
4>^ = —P +  P log \P\ — (2n  -f l)z7rp  for P >  0 (C.7)
<j>^  = —P +/91og \P\ — ZniirP for P < 0 . (C.8)
This mapping reproduces the stationary points behaviour of W provided
A  = W0 / t i - p lo g \P \+ P  and P = k / t t  . (C.9)
Comparing the resulting propagator with the the definition of the transmission 
amplitude (equations 7.66 and 7.53 in chapter 7 of [Bri 85]), the transmission 
amplitude can be written
T Ja =  (2 t f )1/2r ( i  +  ip) exp ( - ^ 0  -  i ( 0  In \0 \ -  0 )) . (C.10)
Brink derived equation (C.10) for E  < Vb (ie. p  > 0) without the modulus (ie. 
P \tlP). For E  >  Vb  (ie. P < 0) we believe that /?ln|/?| is the appropriate term  
such that equation (C.10) is valid above and below the barrier.
The transmission probability is identical to the Hill-Wheeler expression [Hil 53]
PaJ = |T/ | 2 = (l + e2,r/3)-1 . (C.ll)
If we assume the barrier top can be approximated by a parabola
V(x)  = Vb — \m u 2x 2 then P — (Vb — E ) /h u  . (C.12)
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